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How do I use the Announcements Index Page?
The Announcements Index Page allows you to view and filter announcements in your course.
Open Announcements

Click the Announcements link in the Course navigation.
Filter Announcements

There are a few ways to filter Announcements:
1. Search for a announcement by typing a announcement title, a user name, or a keyword in the
Search title, body, or author field.
2. Click on the Unread button to hide all read announcements.
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How are Announcements listed?
Announcements are listed in chronological order, with the newest appearing at the bottom.
Open Announcements

Click the Announcements link in the Course navigation.
View Announcements

Announcements are listed in chronological order with the newest appearing last [1] and the older
Announcements appearing towards the top [2].
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How do I view an Announcement RSS feed?
When set up as part of Announcements, the Announcement RSS Feed displays all posts from
Announcements. These posts can be from an announcement or from external RSS feeds on the
Announcement Index Page.
Open Announcements

Click the Announcements link in the Course navigation.
Create Announcement Feed

Click the Announcements (RSS) Feed button [1]. A new tab will open in your browser.
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View Announcement Feed

You can use this link [1] to subscribe to the Announcement feed to receive Announcements via a
feed reader.
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How do I reply to an Announcement?
If you have a question about an announcement, you can reply directly to that announcement.
Open Announcements

Click the Announcements link in the course navigation.
Open announcement

Click the Announcement title to view the Announcem ent.
How do I reply to an Announcement?
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Reply to Announcement

Click the Reply field to reply to the Announcement.
Post Response

Format your response and add media, links, photos, and/or equations using the Rich Content
Editor [1]. Click the Post Reply button to post your res ponse [2].
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How do I make an Announcement?
Students can only make announcements within a group.
Choose Group

Find the course you want to make an Announcement in by hovering over the Courses & Groups
[1] link. Click on the Group [2] you want to post an announcement.
View Home Page

When you are viewing the Home page, you will see two ways to create an Announcement. The
first way to is simply click on the New Announcement Link [1] next to the Plus icon and you will be
able to make a new Announcement. The next way is to click on the Announcements link [2].
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Open Announcements Link

Click the Announcements link.
View Announcement Page

After clicking on the Announcement link, you will be directed to the Announcement page where all
the Announcements for the group are located.
Make Announcement Button

Click the Make an announcement button to publish an announcement.

How do I make an Announcement?
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Make Announcement

Creating an Announcement is similar to creating a Discussion. Here you can add a title [1], write
a message [2], or add information from the Content Selector [3].
Tap the Save button [4] to save the changes.
View Announcement

Once you add the announcement, it will show up on the announcements page.
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How do I add content to my Announcement?
You can add text, images, files, and link to course content in your announcements.
Open Announcement

Click the Announcements link
Create Announcement

Click the Make an Announcement button.
Note: Students can only create announcements within a group.
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Edit the Announcement using the Rich Content Editor [1] and Content Selector [2].
Save Announcement

Click the Save Button .
View Announcement

View the announcement.
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How do I add an external (RSS) feed to my Announcement?
You can add an external (RSS) feed to your announcements for users to read. RSS, also known
as Rich Site Summary or Really Simple Syndication, is a web feed format that publishes
frequently updated information from external websites such as blogs, news headlines, audio, and
video. RSS feeds benefit users who want to receive timely updates from favorite websites or to
aggregate data from many sites.
Open Announcements

Click the Announcements link.
Locate Add External Feed Link

In the sidebar, click the Add External Feed link to add a feed from another website or blog (via
Tumblr, Blogger, and/or Wordpress) to the Announcement stream.
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Add a New Feed

Paste the feed URL into the feed URL field. All new entries from that RSS feed will be added to
Announcements.
Set Content to Post

Select what type of content you would like to post by selecting an option from the Content to post
drop-down menu.
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Add a New Feed

You also have the option of choosing to add only posts with a specific phrase in the title by
selecting the Only add posts with a specific phrase in the title checkbox [1]. Indicate which
words or phrases you want posts from by typing in the text box below the checkbox . Click the Add
Feed button [2].
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How do I edit an Announcement?
Students can only edit announcements within a group.
Choose Group

Click on the Group you want to post an announcement.
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Open announcements

Click the Announcement link.
View Announcement Page

After clicking on the Announcement link, you will be directed to the Announcement page where all
the Announcements for the group are located.
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Locate Announcement

Find the Announcement you want to edit. Click the Announcement title.
Edit Announcement

To Edit Announcement, click the Edit Button.
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Update Announcement

Edit the Announcement. You can can edit the title [1], write a different message [2], add content
[3], and when you are finished editing, click the Save button.
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How do I delete Announcement?
Students can only delete announcements within a group. There are a couple of ways to delete an
announcement.
Choose Group

Click on the Group you want to access.
Open Announcements

Click the Announcements link.
How do I delete Announcement?
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View Announcement Page

After clicking on the Announcement link, you will be directed to the Announcement page where all
the Announcements for the group are located.
Option 1: Use Announcement Checkbox

Find the Announcement you want to delete. Click the Announcement checkbox [1] and then click
the Trash button [2].
Note: You can select multiple announcements to delete them.
Option 2: Locate Announcement

Click the Announcement title link
How do I delete Announcement?
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Use Settings Icon

Click the settings icon [1] and then click the Delete link [2].
Delete Announcement

A popup window will appear to ask if you are sure you want to delete the announcement. Click the
OK button to delete the announcement.
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How can I get Announcements on my phone and Email?
Note: This process applies to any notification a user wishes to receive announcements via SMS.
Open Settings

CLick the Settings link
Add Contact Method

CLick the Add Contact Method link in the side bar

How can I get Announcements on my phone and Email?
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Register Cell Phone

Register your SMS device:
1. Type in the 10-digit phone number you want to add in the Cell Number text field.
2. Select the Carrier drop-down menu to set your carrier.
3. The SMS email will auto-populate depending on your provider.
4. Click the Register SMS button.
5.You can also Add another Email Address to receive announcements via Mail.
Confirm SMS Number

You will receive a text message on your cell phone with an activation code. Enter the code into the
text field [1] and click the Confirm button [2]. Click the Re-Send Confirmation link to receive the
confirmation code again [3].
How can I get Announcements on my phone and Email?
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Verify Phone Number

The SMS communication you added will show up under the Ways to Contact sidebar under Other
Contacts [1]. To delete the SMS communication, click the Trash icon [2].
Open Notifications

Click the Notifications link.

How can I get Announcements on my phone and Email?
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Set Announcement Notification Preference

Hover over the Announcement cell underneath the Cell Number column. Set the notification
preference by clicking on the appropriate icon.
View Set Notification Preferences

Verify the notification preference was correctly set.
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How can I get Announcements through my email?
Note: This process applies to any notification a user wishes to receive via email.
Open Personal Settings

Click the Settings link.
Verify Email

Make sure your profile is connected to the correct email account. You can also add an additional
email address to your profile.
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Set Announcement Notification Preference

Hover over the Announcement cell under the Email Address column. Set the notification
preference by clicking on the appropriate icon.
View Set Notification Preferences

Verify the notification preference was correctly set.
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What are Assignments?
Assignments include Quizzes, graded Discussions, and online submissions (i.e. files, images,
text, URLs, etc.)
The Assignments page shows all of your course Assignments and how many points each is
worth.
Where do Assignments appear in Arrivu LMS

Any Assignment created by your instructor in the Assignments page will automatically show up in
the Grades, Calendar, and Syllabus features.
To access an assignment, click the name of the assignment.
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How do I view Assignments?
You can view all your course assignments on the Assignments page.
Open Assignments

Click the Assignments link.

How do I view Assignments?
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View the Assignments index page

By default, assignments are grouped by overdue assignments, upcoming assignments, and past
assignments. You can also group assignments by type.
Open Assignment

To view the assignment details, click the Assignment title.
How do I view Assignments?
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What are the different Assignment types?
Assignments can be placed within different assignment types: Assignments, Discussions,
Quizzes, External Tools, and Not Graded.
Assignment

An Assignment is a Arrivu LMS assignment that can be submitted online through text entry, file
uploads, media recordings, Google Docs, URLs, or Arrivu LMS pages. This assignment will show
up in the Gradebook, on the Syllabus page, and on the Dashboard.
Discussion

A Discussion is a Arrivu LMS assignment that will grade student response to discussion topics.
This assignment will show up in the Gradebook, on the Syllabus page, and on the Dashboard.
Quiz

A Quiz is a Arrivu LMS assignment that can be used to conduct a survey or assess a student's
comprehension of course content. This assignment will show up in the Gradebook, on the
Syllabus page, and on the Dashboard.
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External Tool

An External Tool is an assignment that utilizes LTI technology to link to a third-party application or
website. This assignment will show up in the Gradebook, on the Syllabus page, and on the
Dashboard.
Not Graded

Not Graded is a Arrivu LMS assignment with a due date, but no points or grades will be given for
completing the assignment. This assignment type can be used for practice assignments as well.
This assignment will show up on the Syllabus page and the Dashboard.
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How do I download Assignment instructions?
The only way to download Assignment instructions is if the instructor has included a link for the
downloadable directions. Otherwise, you can print the screen or copy and paste the directions
into a word processing program and print them that way.
Open Assignments

Click the Assignments Link.
View Assignment

Click the name of an assignment .
How do I download Assignment instructions?
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View Assignment instruction

View the directions for the assignment.
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How do I view the Rubric for an Assignment?
Rubrics are a way for instructors to let students know how an assignment will be graded.
Open Assignments

Click the Assignments Link.
View Assignment

Click the name of an assignment

How do I view the Rubric for an Assignment?
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View Assignment

View the assignment with the rubric attached.
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How do I submit an online assignment?
You can submit online Assignments in Arrivu LMS using several submission types. Instructors
can choose what kind of online submissions they want you to use. You may have the option to
resubmit assignments if your instructor allows.
Note: Not all of your assignments may be submitted online. If you cannot see the Submit
Assignment link, your instructor may want you to submit your assignment in a different way. View
the description of the assignment for instructions, or contact your instructor for assistance.
Third-Party File Application Submissions:
You can submit assignments from Google Drive, Dropbox, or another third-party service via your
desktop computer in one of two ways:
1. Download the file to your computer and submit as a File Upload
2. Share the file, copy the file URL, and submit as a Website URL
Note: Not all file types may be available for your assignment, depending on the assignment
submission type set by your instructor.

Open Assignments

Click the Assignments link
How do I submit an online assignment?
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View course assignments

Click the name of an assignment.
View Assignment Details

When you click an Assignment title, you will see a screen with assignment instructions. You may
also see a rubric to help guide your work.
Click the Submit Assignment link to submit your work.
How do I submit an online assignment?
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Note: If you cannot see the Submit Assignment link, your instructor may not want you to submit
your assignment online. View the description of the assignment for instructions, or contact your
instructor for assistance.
Submit Assignment

Your instructor will decide what kinds of submissions are appropriate for each Assignment. There
are three submission types: upload a file, submit a text entry, enter a website URL.
Note: Not all file types may be available for your Assignment, depending on the assignment
submission type set by your instructor.
Submit a File Upload

To upload a file from your computer and submit as your assignment, click the Choose File button
[1]. If you have already uploaded your assignment to Arrivu LMS and want to select it for your
assignment submission, click the Click here to find a file you've already uploaded link [2].

How do I submit an online assignment?
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Submit a Text Entry

Type or copy and paste text into the Rich Content Editor. Click Submit Assignment.
Note: You can submit up to 16384 characters in the Text Entry field.
Submit Website URL

Type or copy and paste the URL into the Website URL field. Click Submit Assignment.

How do I submit an online assignment?
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View Submission

After you have submitted your work, you will see information in the Sidebar about your
submission [1].
If you choose, you may resubmit another version of your assignment using the Re-submit
Assignment link [2]. You will only be able to view the details of your most recent submission in
the Sidebar, but your instructor will be able to see all of your submissions.
Once the instructor has graded your submission, you will be notified via the channels that you
specify in your Notification Preferences.
You can also see details about your assignment and links to additional feedback in the
Gradebook.
Note: Your assignment will still appear in Assignments and the Syllabus; the listing is not
removed with assignment submissions.

How do I submit an online assignment?
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How do I add images to my Assignment submission?
You can add images to your assignment, either as part of a text entry assignment, or as your
entire submission.
Note: Your instructor will decide what type of submissions are allowed. One or both of these
options may not be available
Open Assignments

Click the Assignments link

How do I add images to my Assignment submission?
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View course assignments

Click the name of an assignment.
View Assignment Details

When you click an Assignment title, you will see a screen with assignment instructions. You may
also see a rubric to help guide your work.
Click the Submit Assignment link to submit your work.
How do I add images to my Assignment submission?
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Note: If you cannot see the Submit Assignment link, your instructor may not want you to submit
your assignment online. View the description of the assignment for instructions, or contact your
instructor for assistance.
Add Image in Text Entry

To embed an image as part of a text entry assignment, click the Text Entry tab.
Click the Embed Image button [1] to insert a picture.
Update Assignment

Click the Update button.

How do I add images to my Assignment submission?
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Add image in file upload

If you can add an image as your entire submission, click the Choose File button in the File Upload
tab to upload a image file.
Note: Your instructor may restrict the types of file uploads that are allowed.
Submit Assignment

When you are finished, click the Submit Assignment button to submit your assignment.
View Submitted Assignment

You can view your submitted assignment by clicking the Submission Details [1] or the View the
Original Entry [2] links

How do I add images to my Assignment submission?
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How do I know when I have turned my Assignment in?
View the assignment submission details to know that you have turned in the assignment.
Open Assignments

Click the Assignments link

How do I know when I have turned my Assignment in?
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View course assignments

Click the name of an assignment.
View Submission

After you have submitted your assignment, you should view a confirmation that you submitted
your assignment.
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How will I know when my Instructor has graded my Assignment?
You can view your assignment details, grades page, or set up notifications to know when your
instructor grades an assignment.
Open Assignments

Click the Assignments link

How will I know when my Instructor has graded my Assignment?
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View course assignments

Click the name of an assignment.
View Submission

You will see a grade for your assignment if your instructor has graded it.
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How do I view instructor comments?
You can see comments from your instructor by accessing the assignment and viewing the
submission details.
Open Grades from Course Navigation

Click the Grades link.
View Assignments

Locate the speech bubble [1] to verify the assignment contains a comment. Hovering over the
speech bubble [2] will tell you how many comments there are.
How do I view instructor comments?
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View Assignment Comments

Click the speech bubble [1] to expand the window and view the assignment comments [2]. You
can also view the author, date, and time of the comment [3].
View Assignment Details

To view the details of an assignment, click the title of the assignment.

How do I view instructor comments?
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View Comments

Comments made on the assignment will appear to the right of the submitted assignment.

How do I view instructor comments?
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How do I view Rubric results for my Assignment?
You can view your rubric results for your assignment on the Grades page or directly within your
assignment.
Open Grades from Course Navigation

Click the Grades link.
View Assignments

If an assignment has a rubric, the assignment will display the rubric icon. To open the rubric, click
the Rubric icon.

How do I view Rubric results for my Assignment?
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View Rubric Results

View the rubric results for your assignment.
Open Assignments

You can also view rubric results directly in your assignment. In course navigation, click the
Assignments link.
How do I view Rubric results for my Assignment?
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Open Assignment

Click the name of the assignment.
View Rubric evaluation

Click the View rubric evaluation link in the side bar.

How do I view Rubric results for my Assignment?
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View Rubric result

View the rubric results for your assignment.

How do I view Rubric results for my Assignment?
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How do I communicate with my Instructor about Assignments?
There are various ways to communicate with your instructor about assignments. The instructor
will specify what communication option is the best in the syllabus.
Communicate through Conversations

You can communicate with your instructor about your assignment through the Arrivu LMS
conversations by clicking the Inbox link.
Communicate through Assignment Comments

After you have submitted an assignment, you can communicate with your instructor through the
comment section on the submitted assignment.
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What is a peer review Assignments?
Instructors can create peer review assignments for their students to complete. Peer reviews are
not anonymous.
Note: Students will not be able to be assigned peer reviews or see their assigned peer reviews
until they have submitted their own assignments.
Peer Review Assignments

A peer-review assignment enables students to comment on submitted assignments. It is a tool
that allows communication between students and allows students to master the concepts of a
course.

What is a peer review Assignments?
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How do I submit a peer review to an Assignment?
Sometimes instructors will assign students to peer review another student's work.
Open Assignments

Click the Assignments link in the course navigation.
View Past Assignments

When you view your Past Assignments, you will have to remember what Assignment needed to
be peer reviewed. Your instructor should tell you when need to complete a peer reviewed
assignment. Click the title of the assignment to open it.

How do I submit a peer review to an Assignment?
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Open Assigned Peer Review

Click the name of the assigned peer whose work you will be reviewing. The caution sign icon
indicates the peer review has not been completed. A checkmark icon indicates that you have
completed the peer review.
View Peer Review

A peer review requires at least one comment.
Note: If a rubric is attached to the assignment, you will need to leave at least one comment and fill
out the rubric form by clicking the Show Rubric button.
How do I submit a peer review to an Assignment?
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Complete the Peer Review

In order to complete the Peer Review, you will need to leave at least one comment. Type a
comment in the comment field [1], attach a file [2]. Click the Save button [3] to complete the peer
review.
Note: When completing a peer review, students cannot see the teacher's comments or their
peer's comments on the submission.

How do I submit a peer review to an Assignment?
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How do I know if I have a peer review to complete?
Your instructor can assign you as a peer reviewer for an assignment. Follow these steps to check
if you have been assigned as a peer reviewer.
Open Assignments

Click the Assignments link.
View Past Assignments

Your instructor should tell you which assignments require peer review. Click the title of an
assignment from your past assignments to see if you have been assigned as a peer reviewer.
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Check for Assigned Peer Review

The Submission box on the right side of your screen will show whose assignments you should
peer review. Click the student's name to complete your peer review.
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Where can I find my peers' feedback for peer reviewed assignments?
You can find your peers' feedback for peer reviewed assignments in several places.
View Recent Feedback in the Sidebar

Recent comments from peer reviewed assignments can appear in the sidebar when you first log
in to Arrivu LMS.
View Peer Review on the Assignment Page

You can also see your peers' feedback on the assignment page. When you navigate to the page
for that assignment, all comments from your peers appear in the Submission box.
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View Peer Review on the Submission Details Page

Click the Submission Details link on the assignment page to see more information about the
assignment.
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How do I use the Submission Details page for an Assignment?
The Submission Details page provides all the details you need to follow up on your submitted
assignment.
Open Assignments

Click the Assignments Link
View Assignment

Find the assignment that you want to view more details about and click the assignment name. It
should appear under Past Assignments.
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View Submission Details

In the sidebar, find the Submission box and click the Submission Details link. This link will
appear only if you have already submitted the assignment.
View Information About Your Submission

You can view and follow up on many assignment details from the Submission Details page.
1. View the assignment name and when it was subm itted.
2. Re-submit the assignment.
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3. View the assignment submission.
4. View your grade, if the assignment has been graded.
5. View comments from your instructor and your peer reviewer(s), if appropriate.
6. Add a text or Attach File comment that your instructor will see.
7. Click Show Rubric to View the Rubric Evaluation.
View Rubric Details

If your assignment was graded using a rubric, you can view the rubric and see what scores you
received for each criterion. To view the rubric, click the Show Rubric link under your grade details.
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How to view my Badges?
Student can view their badges in classes, profile page and global navigation.
Using badges student can view their course performance.
View class

You can view your badge in classes.
Click classes in course navigation. Click the class name you wants to see.
view your badges in class, badges are indicated by badge icon [1] in class items.
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View Badge status

By clicking the badge name in class item, you can view your badge status.
Your instructor may sets some requirements to earn this badge.
1. You can view the completion requirements
2. and completion requirements for classes to earn this badge.
3. you can see all your badges
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View all your badges

Click see all your badges button to view your badges at LMS.
You can share your badges using social networks such as facebook, twitter, linkedin and
google account.
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View badge status after earning

View the badge status after earning by completing all the requirements.
View badges at global navigation bar

View all your badges at global navigation.
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How to view badges in profile settings?
User can view their badges in profile page.
open settings

click the settings link in help corner
open badges

Click My Badges link.
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View badges

View all your badges.
You can share your badges using social networks such as facebook, twitter, linkedin and
google account.
Click Show on my arrivu LMS Profile [1] option to view your badges at profile page.
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View Badges in profile

View all your earned badges from your profile .
Open settings at help corner and Click Profile [1] to view badges.
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What is the Calendar?
One of the challenges facing both students and instructors is keeping track of all of the
assignments planned throughout the term. Instructors are teaching multiple courses and
students are learning in multiple courses. Every course has its own timeline for when things need
to be done. The Calendar helps everyone stay on schedule and up to date.
Helpful tips about the calendar:
•
•

•

•

The Calendar is used for to remind you about graded Assignments with specific due dates
as well as undated calendar items.
The Calendar automatically syncs with other features in Arrivu LMS, such as Assignments,
Syllabus, and Grades, so if your instructor creates, changes, or deletes the due date of an
Assignment on the Calendar, it will show up in all the others and vice versa.
The Calendar in Arrivu LMS is a global feature, meaning you can see all of your assignments
from all of your courses in one place. If your Calendar becomes too crowded, you can filter
the number of events listed on your Calendar by selecting or deselecting courses in the
Sidebar.
The Calendar is designed to display up to 10 calendars at any given time. To help manage
user calendars, courses customized in the courses drop-down menu as a favorite course
will always be listed at the top of your calendar list in the calendar sidebar.
Locate Calendar Link

To view the Calendar, click the Calendar link.
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View Calendar

After clicking the Calendar link, you will see the Calendar Month with the events [1], the mini
Calendar [2], and the Calendar list for courses and/or groups [3].
Note: You can use keyboard shortcuts to navigate the Calendar. Press the comma key and a
pop-up window with keyboard shortcuts will appear for keyboard navigation.
When would I use the Calendar as a student?
•
•
•
•

View course calendars and group calendars.
Create personal calendar reminders.
Filter the calendar view to only see specific calendars.
Copy the iCal feed for all of your courses and import it to your preferred personal Calendar,
such as Google or Outlook.
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How do I view the Calendar?
The Calendar is a great way to view everything you have to do for all your courses in one place.
Locate Calendar Link

To view the Calendar, click the Calendar link.
View Calendar

the Calendar displays everything you are enrolled in since the Calendar spans across all
courses. In the navigation bar, you can choose to view the calendar in Month, Week, or Agenda
view [1]. The view you choose dictates the style of the calendar window [2]. By default, the calendar
appears in Month view.
The sidebar [3] shows a quick-view calendar, your list of courses and groups, and undated items
for your courses and groups.
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View Calendar List

Each personal, course, and group calendar is identified by a separate color that populates the
calendar view. Associated assignments for each course or group will appear within the calendar
view for each calendar. For instance, in the above example, assignments and events from the
Cryptography course will appear as Red in the calendar view.
By default, all your course calendars and group calendars will be selected and appear in the
calendar view [1]. To hide a calendar, click the box next to the name of the calendar [2].
Calendars that are not active within the calendar view will appear in gray [3].
Note: Colors are arbitrarily assigned to each course; they cannot be changed.
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View Undated Events List

Expanding the Undated events link will show you a list of events and assignments that are not
dated. The assignments and events will be differentiated by icons and by the personal, course, or
group calendar color.
View Calendar by Month

In month view, you can click the calendar buttons to move from month to month [1]. You can also
easily view the events for the current date [2].
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View Due Dates

Assignments are shown with an icon next to the assignment title. The icon reflects the
assignment type: Discussion [1], Assignment [2], Quiz [3], or Events [4].
Each item on the calendar is color-coded to match the courses or calendars in the sidebar.
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View Varied Due Dates

If a course has sections with varied due dates, instructors will see the multiple due dates [1].
Students will only see their section's due date.
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View Calendar by Week

Click the Week button to see the calendar by week.
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View Calendar Agenda

By clicking the Agenda button, the Calendar will show you all of your calendar items, beginning
with the month selected in Month view.
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How do I filter my Calendar view by course?
You can filter your Calendar by courses.

Locate Calendar Link

To view the Calendar, click the Calendar link.
View Calendar

After clicking the Calendar link, you will see the Calendar for everything you are enrolled in.
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Choose Courses to View

In order to filter your Calendar by courses or groups, click the color box next to the Calendar. The
calendar can show up to 10 courses and/or groups at a time. In this example, not all of the
calendars are being shown.
Note: Colors are arbitrarily assigned to each course; they cannot be changed.
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How do I add a personal reminder to my Calendar?
You can add a personal reminder to your own Calendar.

Locate Calendar Link

To view the Calendar, click the Calendar link.
Select a Date

To add a personal event, click the day for the event on the Calendar [1]. Or you can click the Add
icon [2].
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Enter Event Settings

A window will appear. Here you will determine the settings of the event. Enter title [1], date [2],
and times [3] for the event. If you double clicked the day on the Calendar the date will already be
entered.
Select a Calendar

From the drop-down menu, choose the Calendar you want to add the event to. Remember, if you
add it to a course calendar, everyone in the course will be able to view it.
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Add Event Details

By clicking the More Options button you will be able to add a description to the event. Use the
Rich Content Editor to add images, files, or links to the Calendar event.
Submit

When you have finished editing the event settings, click Submit.
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View Calendar Event

The event will now show on the Calendar.
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How do I access my group Calendar?
You have to join or be added to a group to see your groups.
Navigate to Your Group

Hover over Courses & Groups [1] to open a drop-down menu. Click the group name you want to
open [2].
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Click View Calendar Link

After clicking on the group, you will see the group dashboard. Locate and click on the View
Calendar [1] link to access your group calendar.
View Group Calendar

Only your group calendar will be active in the sidebar [1]. Feel free to add any events or reminders
to your group calendar.
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How do I subscribe to the Calendar Feed using Google Calendar?
You can import your Arrivu LMS calendar to Google Calendar.
The steps in this lesson are also relevant for those using Gmail via Google Applications for
Education. Google Applications for Education provides an Institution Email Account to those
institutions participating in the program.
Locate Calendar Link

To view the Calendar, click the Calendar link.
View Calendar

After clicking on the Calendar link, you will see the Calendar with events and assignments from
every class you are enrolled in.
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Locate Calendar Feed

Click the Calendar Feed link to subscribe to a feed.
Copy Calendar Feed Link

Once you click the Calendar Feed link, copy the iCal link.
Note: iCal links will also work with any calendar that accepts iCal feeds such as iCal, Outlook,
and Yahoo Calendar.
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Log in to Google Account

In a new browser, log in to your Google Account.
Note: If you are participating in Google Applications for Education, log in to your Institution Email
Account to subscribe to the Calendar Feed.
Locate Calendar

Click the Calendar link.
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View Calendar

Once you click the Calendar link, you will view your Calendar.

Add Other Calendars

Locate the Other Calendars drop-down menu to find the Add by URL option.
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Add Calendar by URL

Take the copied URL from Arrivu LMS and paste it into the box [1]. Click the Add Calendar button
[2].
View Subscribed Calendar Feed

The Arrivu LMS Calendar will now show up in your Institution Email Account Calendar, and you
can even click the event and it will give you all the details of that event. Any updates to the Arrivu
LMS calendar will automatically be updated in your Google Calendar.
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How do I view my course certificates ?
Student can view their Certificates in classes and profile page.
The Certificate creates PDF certificates for students of the course and is completely customizable.

View class

You can view your Certificate in classes.
Click classes in course navigation. Click the class name you wants to see.

view your Certificates in class, Certificates are indicated by Certificate icon [1] in class items.
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View Certificate status

By clicking the Certificate name in class item, you can view your Certificate status.
Your instructor may sets some requirements to earn this Certificate.
1. You can view the completion requirements for classes to earn this Certificate.
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View certificate status after earning

View the certificate status after earning by completing all the requirements.
Click the Download link [1] to download your certificate in PDF file format.
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Verify certificate Authentication

Click or copy and paste the link [1] at the bottom of your certificate, to verify the authenticity of
certificate.
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View Authenticity

view the certificate is valid or not.
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How to view certificates in profile settings?
User can view their certificates in profile page.
Open settings

click the settings link in help corner
Open Certificates

Click My Certificates link.
View certificates

View all your Certificates.
You can View the name of certificate, course name and status of your certificates.
You can download your certificates from profile page.
How to view certificates in profile settings?
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What are Classes?
Classes are a way for instructors to organize course content.
View Classes

Depending on the instructor, Classes can be used to organize course content by weeks, units, or
a different organization structure. Classes are built to help you navigate the course content in an
organized way.
Each Class can contain files, discussions, assignments, quizzes, and other learning materials
the instructor decides to add.
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Class categories

There are 4 types of categories in each class
1. Pre class videos - this contains a pre class video page to learn about the course.
2. Class recordings and presentations - this contains the class recording materials and
presentations.
3. Pre class reading materials - this contains some PDF type class reading materials
4. Assignments - this contains assignments related to the class.
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How do I use Classes?
Some instructors will use Classes to organize the course.

Access Classes

You can access Classes by clicking the Classes link.
Note: If you can't see the Classes link, your instructor may have hidden it from the Course
Navigation.
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View Classes

When you access Classes, you will see the full course sequence.
1.
2.

Classes can be filled with different types of content including pages, discussions,
assignments, quizzes, links, and other requirements.
Some Class content will have requirements you will need to complete before moving to the
next part of the Class or the new Class.

Note: If your instructor has placed an unpublished quiz in the Class, you will not be able to see the
points possible or the quiz questions until the quiz has been published.
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Use Previous and Next Buttons

When you are in the Classes, you can navigate them using the Previous and Next buttons at the
end of the page. Hover over Previous and Next to view the content in the course.
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Why can't I access a Class?
Depending on the course, there may be prerequisites or requirements for course members to
move through. If you don't have access to a Class, then you may need to complete a prerequisite
or requirement before moving on. Also, instructors may lock Classes until a given date.
View classes

If there are prerequisites or requirements, you will need to finish those before moving to the
locked class [1]. Once the class is completed, the next class will unlock.
Note: Some courses will not have prerequisites or requirements. This means you can go to any
class to view the content.
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What do the icons represent in Classes?
There are multiple icons in Classes.

View class Icons

1.
2.
3.
4.

Page icon means there is a page of content to read or engage in.
Video icon means there is a video to view
PDF or PPT icon means there is a file to download or view.
Badge icon means there is a badge to earn.
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5.
6.
7.

Link or External Tool icon means there is a link or external tool to view.
Assignment icon means there is an assignment to submit or participate in( Assignment type
may be quiz, discussion or assignment).
Certificate icon means there is a certificate to earn.

Category icons

1. Pre class videos
2. Pre class reading materials
3. Assignments
4. Class recordings and presentations.
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How do I adjust my Notification Preferences for Conversations?
You can adjust the notifications that you receive for Conversations.
Open Settings

Click the Settings link.
Verify Communication Channels

View the communication channels you have set up in Arrivu LMS.
Open Notifications

Click the Notifications link.
How do I adjust my Notification Preferences for Conversations?
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Set Conversations Notification Preference

Find the Conversations category [1]. Set the notification preference for each column by clicking
the appropriate icon [2].
View Set Notification Preferences

Verify the notification preference was correctly set.
When a message is sent and users have notifications enabled, users will be able to see the
subject line of the conversation as part of the message notification. This feature allows users to
see the context of the message they are receiving without having to log back into Arrivu LMS. In
HTML view, the subject line is in bold text above the message. In plain text view, the subject line is
prefaced with the Subject: identifier.
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How do I access the Conversations Inbox?
Conversations is a messaging system within Arrivu LMS. You can communicate with other people
in your course at any time.
Find the conversation inbox link

Click the Inbox link in the Help Corner to open your Conversations Inbox. The message indicator
will let you know how many messages you have in your Inbox .
If you right-click or option-click on the Inbox link, you can open your Conversation Inbox in a new
browser tab to keep it handy while you are doing other tasks in Arrivu LMS.
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What is the conversation inbox
Conversations is a messaging system within Arrivu LMS. The Conversations Inbox is split into
two windows and displays messages chronologically.
Open Inbox

Click the Inbox link.
View Conversations Toolbar

In the toolbar, you can:
1. Filter messages by course
2. Filter messages by type (Inbox, Unread, Starred, Sent, Archived)
3. Compose a new message
4. Reply to a message
5. Reply-all to a message
6. Archive a message
7. Delete a message
8. Forward and star conversations via the settings icon
9. Filter conversations by a user
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View Conversations Inbox

Conversations are listed on the left side [1]. All sent and received Conversations appear. The
Conversations messages preview window is on the right side [2]. You can reply, reply-all, or
forward or delete via the settings icon [3].

View Conversations Inbox

The Conversation Inbox is organized chronologically from newest to oldest with the newest
Conversations [1] appearing on top and the older Conversations [2] appearing towards the
bottom.
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Other Ways to View Conversations

By clicking the Inbox drop-down menu [1], the window can show the Inbox, Unread
Conversations, Starred Conversations, Sent Conversations, and Archived Conversations.
Select Multiple Messages

To select multiple messages to archive [1], delete [2], mark as read or unread [3], or forward [4], or
star [5], press the command key (Mac) or the control key (Windows) while clicking each message
you want to select. When multiple messages are selected, the right panel displays a multiple
conversations message icon.
Note: You can also use the same key command to deselect a message.
To select all messages, click the command + A keys (Mac) or the control + A keys (Windows).
To select a range of messages, click the first message you want to select, hold down the Shift
key, and then click the last message you want to select. All messages between the first and the
last messages will be selected.
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How do I find my unread messages in Conversations?
You can view all unread messages in your Conversations Inbox. You can also filter messages to
show only unread messages.
Open Inbox

Click the Inbox link.
Locate Blue Dot

All unread messages have a blue dot next to the message[1]. Once a Conversation has been
read, the blue dot disappears.
Mark as Unread

If you want to mark a Conversation as unread, hover next to the message until you see a dot and
click it.
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Select Unread Conversations

To view only unread messages, open the the Inbox drop-down menu [1]. Select the Unread [2]
link.
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How many messages are in this Conversation?
You can easily see how many messages are in a conversation thread.

Open Inbox

Click the Inbox link.
Select Conversation

Select the conversation.
View the Conversation Label

The total number of messages in a Conversation appears under the date stamp.
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How can I tell which course this Conversation belongs to?
If you participate in several courses, Arrivu LMS allows you to easily identify which courses your
messages belong to.
Open Inbox

Click the Inbox link.
Select the Conversation

Select the conversation and view the name of the course or student group associated with the
message. This information appears next to the names of the conversation members.
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How do I privately respond to an individual in a larger Conversation?
Even when you are part of a group conversation, you can privately respond to another individual.
Open Inbox

Click the Inbox link.
Select the Conversation

Select the conversation.
Locate Message

Locate the individual you want to send a private message to. Hover your mouse under the time
stamp until you see the Reply icon.
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Compose a Message

Type a message in the message field [1]. When you are finished, click the Send button [2].
The message will send to the person in the To field and not to everyone else. If you want to reply
to everyone, click the settings icon and select reply-all. Or use the reply-all button in the toolbar.
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How Do I forward message from conversation?
You can forward Conversations to other individuals in your courses.
Open Inbox

Click the Inbox link.
Select the Conversation

Select the conversation.
Select the Message

Hover over the the time stamp to view more options. Select the Forward option.
Note: You can only forward one message at a time.
How Do I forward message from conversation?
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View compose window

In the compose message window, you can:
1. Add recipients
2. Type a message
3. Attach files
4. Click the Send button
Note: You cannot change the course or the subject line if you are forwarding a message.
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How do I delete a message from a Conversation?
You can delete individual messages within a Conversation in Arrivu LMS.
Open Inbox

Click the Inbox link.
Select the Conversation

Select the conversation.
Select Message

Select the message you want to delete inside the Conversation by locating the settings icon
under the time stamp.
Click the Delete link to delete your message.
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Note: You can only select one message to delete at a time.
Confirm Deletion

Click the OK button to delete the message.
Note: You can only delete your copy of the message. You cannot delete the message for all
recipients.
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How do I archive a Conversation?
Archive old messages to hide them from the Inbox and clean things up a bit.
Open Inbox

Click the Inbox link.
Select the Conversation

Select the conversation.
Archive Conversations

Click the Archive button in the toolbar.
View Archived Conversations

Click the Inbox drop-down menu [1]. Select the Archived link to open archived Conversations [2].
How do I archive a Conversation?
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UnArchive conversation

Inside of the Archived messages, click the message [1] you want to unarchive. Click the
Unarchive button [2] to unarchive the message and move it to your Inbox.
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How do I compose and send a message ?
The compose message icon creates a new window in the middle of your screen. You can filter
recipients by course, send messages to individuals, multiple recipients, or course rosters, create
subject lines, and add attachments.
Open Inbox

Click the Inbox link.
Compose message

Click the Compose icon to start a new message.
Filter Course

In the Courses drop-down menu, select the course where you want to send your message. You
can filter your courses by current favorite courses [1], and concluded courses [2].
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Note: If you filter your Course list by Concluded Courses, you will only be able to compose
messages to instructors.
Add Recipient

Add your recipient in the To field. You can type the recipient's name in the To field [1], or you can
use the Course Roster [2].
Type Name in the To Field

When you start typing an individual name in the To field, Arrivu LMS will automatically populate
matching names. If multiple names appear, use the arrow key to select the individual you want to
message. Then press Enter. The individual name will appear in the To field, highlighted in light
blue.
If you accidentally select the wrong individual(s), press Delete (on a MAC keyboard) or Backspace
(on a PC keyboard) to remove the name(s).
You can also hover over a recipient name and click the white x to delete it from the To field.
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To send a message to multiple recipients, type additional names in the To field.
If you accidentally select the wrong individual(s), press Delete (on a MAC keyboard) or Backspace
(on a PC keyboard) to remove the name(s).
You can also hover over a recipient name and click on the white x to delete it from the To field.
Note: If you have a long list of recipients, the To field will only show 5 lines before scrolling is
enabled. If you select the Send individual messages checkbox, individual messages for all
recipients will be created.
Use Course Roster

To select an individual from the course roster, click the Address Book icon [1] next to the To field.
From the address book, locate the individual and select his or her name [2]. Names are arranged
by last name.
To navigate back to the course roster, use the arrow icon [3].
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To send a message to multiple recipients in the course roster, press the command key (Mac) or
the control key (Windows) and click the name of each recipient you'd like to add to your message.
Pressing the keyboard key will keep the roster window open.
Compose Message

In the compose message window, you can:
1. Enter a subject line
2. Optional: Select the Send individual messages checkbox to create individual messages for all
recipients in the To: field.
How do I compose and send a message ?
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3. Type a message
4. Attach files or media
5. Click the Send button
Note: If you do not want a student to see all recipients in the message, click the Send individual
messages checkbox.
View Sent Message

Your message will appear as at the top of your Conversations [1].
If you already have a conversation thread with the person you sent a message to, your message
will appear embedded in the thread [2].
Note: A URL will automatically become a clickable link after you send the message [3].
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How do I reply to a message in Conversations?
Arrivu LMS makes it easy to reply to messages in your Conversations Inbox.
You can reply to an assignment or quiz comment, For instructors, you can evaluate assignments
in SpeedGrader™ and leave feedback for your students, or you can make comments in the
Gradebook.
For students, visit the instructor comments and make comments in the Gradebook. .
Open Inbox

Click the Inbox link.
Select the Conversation

Select the conversation.
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Reply to message

Type your reply in the message field [1]. You can attach a file or media [2]. When you are ready,
click the Send button [3].
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View sent message

Your message appears in the preview text of the conversation [1] and at the top of the individual
thread [2].
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How do I send a private message to my instructor ?
You can send private messages to your instructor within Conversations in Arrivu LMS.
Open Inbox

Click the Inbox link.
Compose Message

Click the Compose icon to start a new message.
Type Instructor Name in the To Field

When you start typing an individual name in the To field, Arrivu LMS will automatically populate
matching names. If multiple names appear, use the arrow key to select the individual you want to
message. Then press Enter. The individual name will appear in the To field, highlighted in light
blue.
If you accidentally select the wrong individual(s), press Delete (on a MAC keyboard) or Backspace
(on a PC keyboard) to remove the name(s).
You can also hover over a recipient name and click the white x to delete it from the To field.
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Use Course Roster

To select your instructor from the course roster, click the Address Book icon [1] next to the To:
field. From the course drop-down list, click the course name. Locate your instructor and select the
checkbox next to his or her name [2]. To navigate back to the list of courses, use the arrow icon
[3].
To exit the course roster menu, press Return (on a MAC keyboard) or Enter (on a PC keyboard).
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Send Message

Type a message in the Message field [1]. To add a file to your message, click the Paperclip icon
[2]. When you are finished, click the Send button [3].
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How do I send a message to my class?
Note: You will only be able to send a message to your class if your instructor allows you to do so.
If you are allowed to send a message to your entire class, follow the steps below.
Open Inbox

Click the Inbox link.
Compose Message

Click the Compose icon to start a new message.
Select Course

Select the course you wish to message from the course drop-down menu [1].
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Open Address Book

Click the address book to send a message to the entire class.

Select Class

Click the name of the course.

How do I send a message to my class?
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Add Message

Add a subject line and type in the message field. Add attachments if you desire. Click the Send
button when you are finished.
Note: If you do not want a student to see all recipients in the message, click the Send individual
messages checkbox.
View Message

Your message will appear at the top of your Sent folder.
Note: You can reply to the recipient or reply-all to everyone in the class.
How do I send a message to my class?
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How do I delete a name from the To: field?
If you accidentally select the wrong individual(s) in a message, you can easily remove the
name(s) before sending it.
Open Inbox

Click the Inbox link.
Compose Message

Click the Compose icon to start a new message.
View Compose Window

In the compose message window, you can:
1. Filter the course
How do I delete a name from the To: field?
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2. Add recipients (Note: You can only add recipients if you have selected a course)
3. Enter a subject line
4. Optional: Select the Bulk message checkbox to create bulk messages to all recipients in the
To: field.
5. Type a message
6. Attach files or media
7. Click the Send button
Delete Name

Place the cursor behind the name you wish to remove and press Delete (on the MAC keyboard) or
Backspace (on a PC keyboard).
You can also hover over the name and click the white x that appears.
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Where is my original message in this Conversation?
All Conversations are saved in chronological order from newest to oldest. The newest messages
appear on the top and the oldest on the bottom.
Open Inbox

Click the Inbox link.
Select the Conversation

Select the conversation.
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Scroll down to the bottom of the Conversation

Scroll down to the bottom of the message to view the original message displayed.
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How do I attach a file to a message?
You can upload supplemental files as part of your Conversations messages.
Open Inbox

Click the Inbox link.
Compose Message

Click the Compose icon to start a new message.
Browse for Attachment

Click the paperclip icon to attach a file.
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Select File(s)

Select the file and click the Open button.
Select Multiple Files

You can upload additional files by clicking the paperclip icon[1] again. If you accidentally select
the wrong file, press the Delete icon [2] to remove it, or click the paperclip icon or double click the
file to select a different file. When you are finished, click the Send button [3].
How do I attach a file to a message?
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View Attachment(s)

The attachments will appear below the message. Click the link to view the file.

How do I attach a file to a message?
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What are Discussions?
Arrivu LMS provides an integrated system for class discussions, allowing both instructors and
students to start and contribute to as many discussion topics as desired. Discussions can also
be created as an assignment for grading purposes (and seamlessly integrated with the Arrivu
LMS Gradebook), or simply serve as a forum for topical and current events. Discussions can also
be created within student groups.
•
•
•
•
•

Help students start thinking about an upcoming Assignment or class discussion.
Follow-up on a conversation or questions that began in a face-to-face classroom.
Test student comprehension of important points made in class.
Debate contradictory ideas.
Brainstorm different approaches to a class problem.
How do I access Discussions?

Discussions are accessed within the Forum link on the Course Navigation.
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How are Discussions Organized?

The Discussions Index Page is organized into four main areas: Discussion forum tags,
Discussions, Pinned Discussions, and Closed for Comments Discussions.
Discussions are organized into three main areas. Note that some section headings may not
always appear.
What are Discussions?
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Discussion forum tags. These are used to filter discussions . User can view any specific
discussion topics based on the tags.
Discussions. These are current discussions within the course. Discussions are ordered by most
recent activity. You will only see this section heading if there are discussions within this section.
Pinned Discussions. These are discussions that your instructor wants you to pay specific
attention to and will appear at the top of the Discussions page. You will only see this section
heading if there are discussions within this section.
Closed for Comments. These discussions have been manually closed for comments, or the
discussion is past the available from/until date. These are discussions that are only available in a
read-only state and are ordered by most recent activity. You will always see this section heading,
even if there are no discussions within this section.

How do I use Discussions?
Within Discussions you can:
•
•
•
•

Create, edit, and delete discussion topics. You can also reply to individual student
discussion posts.
Subscribe to a discussion and be notified of replies.
Subscribe to pod cast feeds within discussions.
Embed or attach files, images, and YouTube videos.

Note: Your instructor may have some of these options disabled in your course.
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How do I use the Discussions Index Page?
The Discussion Index page allows students to view all the discussions within a course.

Open Discussions

Click the Forum link on the Course Navigation.
Filter Discussions

There are a few ways to filter Discussions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Search for a discussion by typing a discussion title, a user name, or a keyword in the Search
title, body, or author field.
View only unread discussions by clicking the Unread button.
View graded discussions by clicking the Assignments button.
Start a new discussion by clicking the Add Discussion button. (Note: Some instructors may
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5.
6.

choose to disable this option.)
Change the discussions settings by clicking the Settings icon. (Note: Some instructors may
choose to disable this option.)
View discussions using tags by clicking any of the tag in discussion forum tags.

View Discussions

The Discussions Index page will display an icon overview of each discussion and whether or not
the user is subscribed. Green discussion icons indicate a subscription to the discussion.
Discussions are organized into three main areas:
1. Pinned Discussions.
2. Discussions.
3. Closed for comments.
How do I use the Discussions Index Page?
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How do I start a new Discussion?
You can create new discussions in your course.
Note: If the Add Discussion button does not appear, your instructor has restricted this setting in
your course. However, this setting does not affect discussions in course groups.
Open Discussions

Click the Forum link on the Course Navigation.
Start a Discussion

Click the Add Discussion button.
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Create a Discussion

Create your discussion by utilizing the following options:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

Enter your topic title in the topic title field.
Use the Rich Content Editor to format your content.
Add tags to filter discussions.
Attach a file to your discussion. (Note: If the attachment option does not appear, your
instructor has restricted this setting. Depending on your browser you may also see "Browse"
instead of "Choose File".)
Create a threaded replies by clicking the Allow threaded replies checkbox.
Require users to post to the discussion before viewing other replies by clicking the Users
must post before seeing replies button.
Set specific dates the discussion can be viewed. Select the date you want the discussion to
be show in the Available From field and the date the discussion should be hidden in the Until
field. If you do not enter any dates, the discussion will be show during the entire duration of
the course.
Use the Content Selector to add additional content to your discussion post.
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Save Discussion

Click the Save button.
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How do I reply to a Discussion?
You can easily reply to any discussion, threaded or focused. However, the reply process varies
depending on the type of discussion.
Open Discussions

Click the Forum link on the Course Navigation.
Open Discussion Topic

Click the title of the Discussion.
How do I reply to a Discussion?
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Reply to Discussion Topic

To reply to the main discussion, type your reply in the Reply field.
Post a Message

Write your response in the Rich Content Editor [1]. You can add links, photos, equations, and/or
media. If your instructor allows, you can also attach files [2]. Once you finish, click the Post Reply
button [3].
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View Your Reply

Your reply will be posted at the bottom of the discussion reply thread. The border of your post will
flash blue indicating it has been newly posted. The dot indicator next to your post will immediately
turn white if Arrivu LMS automatically marks your posts as read. However, if you manually mark
your posts as read, the indicator will remain blue.
Reply to a Comment in a Focused Discussion

In a focused discussion, you can reply to a comment already posted by another student by
clicking in the reply field below the post.
How do I reply to a Discussion?
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Post a Message

Write your response in the Rich Content Editor [1]. You can add links, photos, equations, and/or
media. If your instructor allows, you can also attach files [2]. Once you finish, click the Post Reply
button [3].
View Your Reply

Your reply will be posted at the bottom of the discussion reply thread. The border of your post will
flash blue indicating it has been newly posted. The dot indicator next to your post will immediately
turn white if Arrivu LMS automatically marks your posts as read. However, if you manually mark
your posts as read, the indicator will remain blue.
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How do I edit or delete my Discussion posts?
If your instructor allows, you can edit and delete your own Discussion posts. If the edit or delete
option does not appear, your instructor has restricted this setting in your course.
Note: This setting does not affect Discussions in course groups.
Open Discussions

Click the Forum link on the Course Navigation.
Open Discussion Topic

Click the title of the Discussion.
How do I edit or delete my Discussion posts?
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Open Settings Icon

Each of your posts have a settings icon with edit and delete options. Click the Settings icon on the
post you want to modify.
Edit Post

To edit a post, click the Edit link.
Note: If the edit or delete option does not appear, your instructor has restricted this setting in your
course.
Save Edit

Make your edits in the Rich Content Editor [1]. When you are finished, click the Done button [2].
How do I edit or delete my Discussion posts?
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Verify Edit

Arrivu LMS will indicate the post has been edited. The text will include your name, and the date
and time the post was edited. This entry cannot be removed.
Delete Post

To delete a post, open the settings icon and click the Delete link.
Confirm Delete

To delete the entry, click the OK button.
Verify Delete

Arrivu LMS will remove the entry and indicate the post has been deleted. The text will include your
name, and the date and time the post was deleted. This entry cannot be removed.
How do I edit or delete my Discussion posts?
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Why can't I see other responses to the Discussion?
Sometimes you will need to post a reply in order to see other replies in a Discussion.
Open Discussions

Click the Forum link on the Course Navigation.
Open Discussion

Click the title of the discussion.
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View Discussion

If you cannot see the other responses, make sure you have posted to the Discussion. You will
see "Replies are only visible to those who have posted at least one reply." Post a reply to the
Discussion to view the other posts.
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How do I link to a YouTube video in a Discussion reply?
You can add a YouTube video in a Discussion reply by adding the URL of the video as a link to the
response.

Open Discussions

Click the Forum link on the Course Navigation.
Open Discussion

Click the title of the discussion.
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Write a Reply

Create a new discussion entry by clicking the Reply text field.
Embed a URL

Embed a URL link in the discussion reply by clicking the Link to URL link.
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Paste the URL

Paste the URL in the text box and click the Insert Link button.
Note: You can also automatically insert a YouTube video by copying and pasting the link directly
into the Rich Content Editor. However, it is better to create an accessible hyperlink by typing the
YouTube video title in the Rich Content Editor, highlighting the title, and then inserting the
YouTube link.
Post Response

Click the Post Reply button to post your discussion reply.
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View Discussion Reply

The embedded media can be viewed inside the discussion post [1] or by clicking Link [2] to view
the media in a new window.
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How do I mark Discussion posts as read or unread?
By default, as you read new Discussion posts, Arrivu LMS will mark them as read (changing the
indicators from blue to white) as you scroll down the page. However, you can manually mark each
posts back to a read or unread state.
You can tell Arrivu LMS not to automatically mark all your posts as read in your Discussion
settings.
Note: Once a post's state is manually changed, the post will not change states (become read or
unread) until you manually change it again.
Open Discussions

Click the Forum link on the Course Navigation.
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Open Discussion

Click the discussion you wish to read.
View Posts

A white dot [1] indicates the reply has been read. A blue dot [2] indicates a reply is new or unread.
Mark Post as Read

To change an unread post to read, click the dot next to the post you wish to change.
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Verify Post as Read

View the post now marked as read.
Note: Once a post's state is manually changed, the post will not change states (become read or
unread) until you manually change it again.
Mark Post as Unread

To change a read post to unread, click the dot next to the post you wish to change.
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Verify Post as Unread

View the post now marked as unread.
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How do I insert an image file in a Discussion reply?
You can insert an image file directly into Discussion replies using the image icon.
Open Discussions

Click the Forum link on the Course Navigation.
Open Discussion

Click the discussion you wish to read.
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Write a Reply

Create a new discussion entry by clicking the Reply text field.
Open Image

Click the Image icon.
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Select Image

Locate the image you want to embed. If you need help with one of the three image options, please
reference the chapter on the Rich Content Editor.
Update Post

When you have located the image, click the Update button.
How do I insert an image file in a Discussion reply?
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Post Response

Click the Post Reply button.
View Post

View your post.
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How do I attach a file to a Discussion reply?
You can attach a file to a Discussion reply using the attachment icon.
Note: If the attachment icon does not appear, this option is not available in your course.
Open Discussions

Click the Forum link on the Course Navigation.
Open Discussion

Click the discussion you wish to read.
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Write a Reply

Create a new discussion entry by clicking the Reply text field.

After adding content using the Rich Content Editor to the discussion reply [1], click the Attach
button [2].
Note: Once an attachment is posted to a discussion post, the attachment cannot be deleted.
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Browse for File

Depending on your browser, click the Choose File or Browser button to locate personal files on
your computer.
Select File to Upload

Browse personal files on computer and select the file or files you wish to attach [1]. Double click
the selected files or click the Open or Choose button [2] to upload the files to the discussion reply.
Note: You can only upload one attachment in your reply.
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Post Reply

Click the Post Reply button to post your dis cussion reply.
View Discussion Reply

View your discussion reply. Your attached file will appear under the text.

How do I attach a file to a Discussion reply?
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How do I subscribe to a Discussion as a student?
You can subscribe to entire Discussion threads in your courses and be notified when new
comments are posted to the topic. If you reply to a discussion, you will automatically be
subscribed to discussions and will be notified of updates unless you manually un subscribed to
that discussion. Please note that you cannot subscribe to individual threads within a threaded
discussion.
You will automatically be subscribed to discussions you create in your student groups. You will
also be subscribed to any new discussions you create in your course, if your instructor has set
course permissions that allow you to do so.
Note: You must specify your Notification Preferences to receive updates for subscribed
discussions.
Open notification in settings

1. click the settings link in the help corner.
2. click the notifications link

How do I subscribe to a Discussion as a student?
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Edit notification preferences

In Notification Preferences, you can change the method and frequency of subscribed discussion
posts.
Open Discussions

Click the Forum link on the Course Navigation.
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Open Discussion

Click the title of the discussion you want to subscribe to.

Subscribe on Discussions Index Page

You can subscribe to an entire discussion from the Discussions page. Locate the discussion you
want to subscribe to and click the Discussions icon.
Note: The Discussions icon will turn green when you hover over the icon and then stay green
when you are subscribed.
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Subscribe to Discussion

Click the Subscribe button.
Note: The Subscribe button will become green when you are subscribed to the discussion topic.
Unsubscribe from Discussion

To un subscribe from a discussion, open the discussion and click the green Subscribed button.
Note: The Subscribed button will become a gray Subscribe button when you are un subscribed to
a discussion topic.
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What is an ePortfolio?
Because ePortfolios are tied to the user Profiles and not a specific course, users can build an
unlimited number of ePortfolios in which to collect and document their educational projects,
submissions, experiences, and other work products. Users can keep ePortfolios private or share
with other students, instructors, and/or future employers.
What is an ePortfolio?

Student ePortfolios remain active as long as the student is in the institution’s SIS and maintains a
school log-in, they will have access to their ePortfolio even after they graduate. Arrivu LMS also
offers the opportunity for the students to download their ePortfolio to a zip file.
ePortfolios can be public for everyone to see, or private so only those you allow can see, and you
can change that setting at any time.

What is an ePortfolio?
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When would I use ePortfolios?

Use ePortfolios to:
•
•
•
•
•

Create an online educational journaling and reflection
Create an online site that can be turned as an online Assignments
Demonstrate mastery of course Outcomes
Share your best work from multiple courses
Showcase professional-quality work for prospective employees

What is an ePortfolio?
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What is the ePortfolio dashboard?
The ePortfolio dashboard is a place to control visibilty and settings.
Open Settings

Click the Settings link.
Open ePortfolios

Click the ePortfolios link to access all personal ePortfolios.

What is the ePortfolio dashboard?
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Manage ePortfolio Dashboard

From the ePortfolio dashboard, users can control visibility and other settings:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

The Getting Started Wizard link will help user customize your ePortfolio.
The Go to the Actual ePortfolio link will show users what others see when they view your
ePortfolio.
Your ePortfolio is [privacy setting] heading tells you the current visibility of your ePortfolio. If
your ePortfolio is Public anyone can view it if they know the address.
If your ePortfolio is Private only those with a non-guessable special link you give them can
access the information. The link is available by copying the destination of selecting the Copy
and share this link... link or by going to your portfolio and sharing that URL.
The Recent Submissions heading allows users to make any recent coursework part of an
ePortfolio.
Users can download the contents of an ePortfolio as a zip file by clicking the Download the
contents of this ePortfolio as a zip file link.
Users can delete an ePortfolio by selecting the Delete this ePortfolio link.
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How do I preview a page in my portfolio?
You can preview a page before saving and publishing it.
Open Settings

Click the Settings link.
Open ePortfolios

Click the ePortfolios link to access all personal ePortfolios.
Select ePortifolio

Click the ePortfolio title.
How do I preview a page in my portfolio?
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Open ePortifolio

Click the Go to the Actual ePortfolio link to open your ePortfolio.
Select Page

Click the page you want to edit.
Edit This Page

Click the Edit This Page button.

How do I preview a page in my portfolio?
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Preview Page

After you have edited the page, you can preview the changes you made by clicking the Preview
button.
Save Page

You can save the changes you made by clicking the Save Page button [1]. If you would like to
continue making changes, click the Keep Editing button [2].
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How do I create a new ePortfolio?
Creating an ePortfolio is as simple as clicking a button.
Open Settings

Click the Settings link.
Open ePortfolios

Click the ePortfolios link to access all personal ePortfolios.
Create an ePortfolio

Click the Create an ePortfolio button.

How do I create a new ePortfolio?
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Create ePortfolio

Name your ePortfolio by typing in the ePortfolio Name field [1]. Decide if your ePortfolio will be
public [2] (you can change this setting later) and then click on the Make ePortfolio button [3].

View ePortifolio

Once the ePortfolio is created, there are several options for creating content for your portfolio,
including a wizard that will walk you through your creation, step by step [1].
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What content can I add to my ePortfolio page?
You can add Rich Text Content, HTML/Embedded Content, Course Submissions, or Image/File
Uploads.
Open Settings

Click the Settings link.
Open ePortfolios

Click the ePortfolios link to access all personal ePortfolios.
Select ePortifolio

Click the ePortfolio title.
What content can I add to my ePortfolio page?
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Open ePortifolio

Click the Go to the Actual ePortfolio link to open your ePortfolio. The ePortfolio will open to the
default page.

Edit Page

Click the Edit This Page button to add or change content on the page.
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Add Content

You can add content to your ePortfolio in several different ways. You can add Rich Text Content [1],
HTML/Embedded Content [2], Course Submissions [3], or Image/File Uploads [4].

Save Changes

Click the Save Page button to save the changes you made.
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How do I change the name of my ePortfolio?
You can change the name of your ePortfolio whenever you want to.
Open Settings

Click the Settings link.
Open ePortfolios

Click the ePortfolios link to access all personal ePortfolios.
Select ePortifolio

Click the ePortfolio title.
How do I change the name of my ePortfolio?
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Open ePortfolio Settings

Click the ePortfolio Settings link to change the nam e and privacy settings on your ePortfolio.

Change Name and Set Privacy

Type a new name for the ePortfolio in the ePortfolio Name field [1] and click the Update ePortfolio
button [2] to save changes to your ePortfolio.

How do I change the name of my ePortfolio?
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How do I create a new page in my ePortfolio section?
Within an ePortfolio section, you can create pages to add to the section.
Open Settings

Click the Settings link.
Open ePortfolios

Click the ePortfolios link to access all personal ePortfolios.
Select ePortifolio

Click the ePortfolio title.
How do I create a new page in my ePortfolio section?
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Organize/Manage Pages link

Click the Organize/Manage Pages link [1].
Add Another Page

Click the Add Another Page link [1] to create a new page in your ePortfolio section.
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Name Page

Type the name of the new page in the page name field [1] and press Return (on a MAC keyboard )
or Enter (on a PC keyboard).
Save Page

Click the Done Editing button to add a new page to your ePortfolio section.
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Open Page

Click the title of your new page to open it.
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How do I edit the default page in my ePortfolio section?
The default page in an ePortfolio can be a page that explains what it is included in the ePortfolio.
Open Settings

Click the Settings link.
Open ePortfolios

Click the ePortfolios link to access all personal ePortfolios.
Select ePortifolio

Click the ePortfolio title.
How do I edit the default page in my ePortfolio section?
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Open ePortifolio

Click the Go to the Actual ePortfolio link to open your ePortfolio. The ePortfolio will open to the
default page.
Edit Default Page

Click the Edit This Page button to add or change content on the default page.
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Edit Content

Content can be edited by using the Add Content links. The Add Content links will allow you to work
with personal images or files, course submissions, or HTML content. You can also add content to
the default wiki page text box.

Save Changes

Click the Save Page button to save the changes you made.
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View Page

View your changes to the default page.
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How do I create a new ePortfolio section?
You can organize your ePortfolio by creating multiple sections.
Open Settings

Click the Settings link.
Open ePortfolios

Click the ePortfolios link to access all personal ePortfolios.
Select ePortifolio

Click the title of the ePortfolio you want to create a new section for.
How do I create a new ePortfolio section?
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Select Organize Sections

Click Organize Sections.
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Locate Add Sections Link

To create a new ePortfolio Section, click the Add Sections link.
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Name Your New ePortfolio Section

Type your new section name in the section name field [1]. Press Return (on a MAC keyboard ) or
Enter (on a PC keyboard).The section name will show up in your navigation links. Click Done
Editing [2].
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Organize Sections Link

To edit a new ePortfolio Section, click the Organize Sections link.

Edit ePortfolio Section Name

You can rename any section by clicking on the Pencil icon [1], rearrange sections by clicking and
dragging them, or delete sections by clicking the Trash icon [2].
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Click Done Editing button

When you are finished adding and/or editing your new ePortfolio Sections click the Done Editing
button.
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How do I view FAQ in my course ?
Open FAQ

Click FAQ in course navigation.
View FAQ

View the FAQ front page.
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How does file storage work?
Within the Files feature, users can rename, delete, organize, and upload files. Users can also
batch upload a .zip file or download entire directories as .zip files. There is no limit on the size of
the file to upload, but be aware of the amount of file storage set by the institution for the course.
Open Settings

To access your personal files, click the Settings link and then the Files navigation link.
Open files

Click the Files link.

How does file storage work?
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View Files

Arrivu LMS users will find access to files (documents, images, media, etc.) in three different
places:
•
•
•

Personal files, located in each user's profile (students, teachers, and TAs)
Course files, located in each course (students, teachers, and TAs unless files are locked by
the teacher)
Group files, located in each group (students and teachers who are enrolled in groups)

You can:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Add files
Add folders
Download or upload a .zip file
Move files
Preview files
Lock, edit, or delete files
View your storage
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Move Files

To move files, hover over the icon of the file [1]. Click and drag into new folder [2].
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Where are my personal Files?
Personal files include profile pictures, uploaded assignment submissions, and other files
uploaded to your personal Arrivu LMS file storage area. By default, each user has 50 MB of
storage space in Arrivu LMS. Administrators can change the quota for personal files for the entire
institution.
Note: Files you submit as an assignment will appear in your personal unfiled folder. If you delete
a file that you submitted as an assignment, it will not delete the assignment submission in the
course.
Open Settings

To access your personal files, click the Settings link and then the Files navigation link.
Open files

Click the Files link.
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View Personal Files

All your personal files will be located in the folders. You also can see the amount of Storage Used.
View Files for Courses/Groups

If you want to see the Files for all your courses and/or groups, click the see files for all your
courses/groups link.
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Here you can see all the files from your courses and/or groups.
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Where are my course Files?
Course files include any content uploaded to a course. Depending on your instructor, you may or
may not have access to course files.
Open Files

Click the Files link.
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View Course Files

All unlocked course files can be viewed by course users.
Note: If you want to see the Files for all your courses and/or groups, click the see files for all your
courses/groups link [1].
View All Files

Here you can see all the files from your courses and/or groups, as well as your personal files.
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How do I create a folder in Files?
Folders can be used to organize files in your course, group, or personal files.
Open Files

Click the Files link.
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Add Folder

Click the Add Folder link [1] to create a new folder.
Name Folder

Type the name of the folder in the folder name field [1] and press Return (on a MAC keyboard ) or
Enter (on a PC keyboard).
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Change Folder Name

If ever you need to change the folder name, click the Pencil icon to unlock the title and rename.
Press Return (MAC) or Enter (PC).
View Folder

Your folder will appear in both panes of the Files view. You can organize your files on Arrivu LMS
by moving them to folders.
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How do I add a file to my personal Files?
You can add files to your personal file repository in Arrivu LMS.
Open Personal Settings

Click the personal Settings link.

Click the Files link to open your personal files.
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View Personal Files

All your personal files will be located in the folders.
Add Files

Click the Add Files link to upload files.
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Select File(s)

Click the title of the file(s) you wish to upload [1] and click the Open button to upload the file(s).
Monitor Uploads

A progress bar [1] will appear at the top of screen tracking the progress of your file upload.
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View Files

All files will be organized in alphabetical order.
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How do I preview a File?
You can preview a file in a course, group, or personal file storage area.

Open files

Click Files in course navigation
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Choose File

Click the title of the file you want to preview [1].
Note: Some instructors will lock files or folders so students can't access them. Also, some file
types may not render a preview.
Preview File

The selected file will appear in the preview pane to the right.
You can scroll through the document, zoom in and out, and view the document in full screen [1].
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Preview File

You can also preview a file by clicking the preview link. Your file will appear in the preview pane.
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How do I import .zip files?
You can import .zip files to your personal or group file storage area.

Open Settings

To access your personal files, click the Settings link and then the Files navigation link.
Open files

Click the Files link.
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Import Files

If you have .zip files you want to upload, Arrivu LMS will automatically upload and unzip these files
for you. Click the Upload [1] icon.
Choose File

Click the Choose File button to select the .zip file.
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Select File

Click the title of the file you wish to import [1] and click the Open button [2] to upload the .zip file.
Note: Depending on your web browser, you may see Choose instead of Open.
Choose Upload Destination

You can designate which folders the files should be uploaded to by clicking the Upload to:
drop-down menu.
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Upload File

Click the Upload File button.
View Progression

You can track the progression of the upload by monitoring the progress bar.
View Files

Your files will be uploaded to your personal or groups file storage area.
How do I import .zip files?
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How do I move and organize my files?
You can move and organize your personal and group files.
Note: Files are organized in alphabetical order. While you can still move files into folders, you
cannot rearrange the alphabetized structure of the files and folders.
Open Settings

To access your personal files, click the Settings link and then the Files navigation link.
Open files

Click the Files link.
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Move File

Hover over the file you wish to move and once you see the four-direction arrow, click and drag the
file to the desired location. Once you see the folder highlighted, release your mouse. The file has
been moved.
Note: You can only move a file within the right pane or from the right pane to the left pane. Files
are organized in alphabetical order. While you can still move files into folders, you cannot
rearrange the alphabetized structure of the files and folders.
Organize Files

Your files can be easily managed using a basic click-and-drag method; however, you can only
drag from right to left or within the right pane. You cannot drag from left-to-right. You can see
several image files in the Files area; however, you can move them into a dedicated folder called
How do I move and organize my files?
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“Private Files." You will need to individually drag and drop each file from within the right file pane.
Files are organized in alphabetical order. While you can still move files into folders, you cannot
rearrange the alphabetized structure of the files and folders.
Move Files from Right to Left

Drag and drop from the right pane to the left pane.
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How do I delete a file?
You can delete a file within your personal or group file storage area. Once a file is deleted, it
cannot be recovered.
Note: The Unfiled Folder stores documents, graphics, and any other files from your account that
you have posted to different areas of Arrivu LMS, such as Discussions. Deleting these items
within current courses may create broken links and submissions. However, if you delete a file that
you submitted as an Assignment, it will not delete your assignment submission in the course.
Open Settings

To access your personal files, click the Settings link and then the Files navigation link.
Open files

Click the Files link.
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Delete File

Click the Trash icon to delete the file. A pop-up window will appear in your browser.
Confirm Deletion

Click OK to delete the file.
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How do I download a single file?
You can download a single file from your personal, group, and course file storage area.
Open Settings

To access your personal files, click the Settings link and then the Files navigation link.
Open files

Click the Files link.
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Download File

Click the file name to download the file to your computer.
View progress

You can view downloading progress at the bottom of the browser.
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View File

Your file will download to your desktop. Open the appropriate folder to view the file.
Note: The file may be saved to the Downloads folder on your computer.
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How do I download a folder in .zip format?
You can download a folder in a .zip format in your personal, group, or course files. This lesson will
show you how to download a folder from a course.
Open files

Click the Files link in course navigation.
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View Files and Folders

Locate the .zip icon [1] to download the entire course files you have access to. Or click the title of
a folder and the download will begin automatically [2].
View Download Progress

The contents will be gathered and compressed into a zip file.
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View Downloaded Folder Contents

Click the Click here to download link to view the contents of the folder.
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How do I view my Grades?
You can find your current grades in Global Navigation, or you can view them in the Course
Navigation.
Open Grades in Global Navigation

Open Grades in Global Navigation
View Courses

To view your grades, click the course link.
Open Grades in Course Navigation

In the Courses & Groups drop-down menu, click the course title.
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Open Grades

In Course Navigation, click the Grades link.
View Grades

Grades are sorted chronologically by assignment due date, followed by assignments with no due
dates.
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You can view the name of the assignment [1], the assignment due date [2], the score you earned[3], the
total point value of the assignment [4], and icons for any assignment details [5].
You may also see an icon in the score column indicating the type of assignment you submitted.
Once your instructor has graded your assignment, the icon will be replaced by your score. You
can click any score field (including ungraded assignments) and approximate your grade using
what-if scores.
Assignment groups will always display as a percentage. For percentages, you can hover over the
percentage to see a breakdown in the points you've earned vs the total points possible.
Your total grade can be displayed in points or percentage, depending on the preference of your
instructor. However, if your course uses weighted assignment groups, your total grade will always
show as a percent.
To print your grades, click the Print Grades button [6].
Open Scoring Details

If there are comments on the assignment, a Speech Bubble icon [1] will appear next to the check
mark. There could also be a Rubric icon [2] indicating the assignment has a rubric attached to it.
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View Comments

If there are comments on the assignment, click the Speech Bubble icon to view comments [1].
Comments will be organized chronologically [2]. To close comments, again click the Bubble icon .
View Scoring Rubric

View your results on the scoring rubric by clicking the Rubric icon [1]. View your score based on
the rubric [2]. To close the rubric, again click the Rubric icon.
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View Grading Summary

The grade summary allows you to show and revert any saved what-if scores [1], and show/hide
all Scoring Details [2].
If your assignment groups are weighted, the sidebar will show the breakdown of weighted
assignment groups
Change Grade book

If you have more than one course, you can use the course drop-down menu [1] to view grades in
other courses.
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How do I check my What-If Grades?
As a student, you can view your grades based on What-If scores so that you know how grades will
be affected by upcoming or resubmitted assignments.
Open Grades

Click the Grades link to view your grades.
View Grades

View your current grades. Your current total grade is displayed in the sidebar and at the top of the
page.
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Test a Different Score

Click the score cell for an assignment and type in a number to test a different score.
View What-If Grades

View your new What-If grade. The new calculated current total will appear at the bottom of the
page.
Revert to Actual Score

Click the Revert icon to revert to your current grade.
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Why is an assignment grayed out in my grades?
View Dropped Grades in Your Course

If you review your grades and notice that one or more assignments appear gray, those
assignments do not count toward your final grade for that course. This behavior occurs when your
instructor has opted to drop the lowest grade(s) from an assignment group.
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What is a muted assignment?
Sometimes a Mute icon will appear next to an assignment when you review your grades.
Note: Students can still see and submit a muted assignment.
View Your Grades

You can access your grades by clicking the Grades link in the global navigation or the Grades link
in the course navigation.
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View Muted Assignments

A muted assignment appears with a Mute icon in the Score column. This icon indicates that your
instructor is currently working on grading this assignment. While your assignment is muted, you
will not receive notifications about grades or submission comments. Your grade will become
available after your instructor finishes grading and un mutes everyone's assignment.
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How do I change how often I receive grade notifications?
You might want to receive notifications about grading changes more or less often. Follow these
steps to change your notification preferences.
Edit Your Settings

Click the Settings link in the Help corner in the upper right of any page in Arrivu LMS.
Access Notification Preferences

Click the Notifications link.
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Edit Grading Notification Preferences

In the Grading row, you can elect to receive notifications about updated grades immediately, daily,
weekly, or never. You can receive these notifications using one or more of your communication
methods, such as by email or Facebook message. To make these changes, hover your mouse
over the column you want to edit and select your preference [1]. You can also choose whether
you want your notification to include your updated numerical scores [2].
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Edit Other Grading Notifications

You can also specify whether you want to receive notifications about updates to the grading policy
(assignment group weighting) [1] and comments on your submitted assignments [2]. Select the
Mark new submission comments as read checkbox if you want these submission comments to
be automatically marked as read in your Conversations inbox. This action can reduce the number
of unread messages you must sort through in your inbox.
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How do I view my grades in a concluded course?
You can view your grades for courses that have ended.
Open Courses and Groups

In Global Navigation, click the Courses and Groups drop-down menu [1]. Click the View all
courses link [2].
Open Concluded Course

Under the Past Enrollments heading, click the name of your concluded course.
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Open Grades

In Course Navigation, click the Grades link.
View Grades

View your Grades in your concluded course.
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How do I view Leader board in Arrivu LMS ?
You can view the course progress of peoples in courses from leader board
Open Leader Board

Click Leader Board in Global navigation.
Choose Course

Click the course name.
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View Leader Board

View course progress of all students in the course.
You can view who are all earned badges, and course progress of each and every students in the
course.
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What are Pages?
Pages in student groups is a good place to collaborate on projects or to figure out schedules for
study sessions and the like. Groups can use Pages to collaborate on documents, share content,
or other educational resources.
View Pages

Click the Pages link.
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View Page

Pages is designed to open to the front page.
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How do I view Pages in my course?
There are a couple of ways to view Pages in your course.
Note: Some course navigation links may be hidden from your view.
Option 1: View Pages

Click the Pages link on the course navigation.
Pages is designed to open to the front page.
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Option 2: View Classes

Click the Classes link
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Open Class

Click the class name you wants to see.

Each Class can contain videos, files, discussions, assignments, quizzes, and other learning
materials the instructor decides to add. Depending on how your course is set up, you may not be
able to view class items that have a pre-requisite requirement.
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How do I create a new Page in my group?
Learn how to create new Pages in your student groups.
Open groups

click the course & groups link the global navigation to open groups.
Open Pages

Click the Pages link.
How do I create a new Page in my group?
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Create a New Page

Click the create a wiki button in the sidebar.
Create Page

Enter the page title. click create button.
Add Content

Add content to your page using the Content Selector [1]. Edit the content and add links and media
using the Rich Content Editor [2] or switch to the HTML Editor [3].
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Edit Page Settings

You can decide who can edit the page by selecting the Who can edit this page drop down menu
[1]. You can also notify users that content has changed by selecting the Notify users that this
content has changed checkbox [2].
You can allow comments on this page [3] , using this option group members can create
comments about this page.
You can change the wiki type as pages, FAQ's, Videos and lab using the drop down [4].
Save Changes

Click the Save button.
Note: If you try to navigate away from a page without saving, you will generate a pop-up warning.
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View Page

View the page you created.
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How do I change a Page name in my group?
Sometimes you want to rename a Page name. This lesson will show you the steps of how to
rename a Page name.
Open Pages

Click the Pages link.
Select Page

Click the name of the page you wish to edit in the all wikis list in side bar.
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Edit Page

CLick Edit this wiki button in sidebar.
Rename Page

Click Rename this wiki in sidebar.
Change name

Enter page name and Click the Rename Button.
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View the Updated Page

View the new page name in the breadcrumb navigation [1] and all wikis list [2] at the page.
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How do I edit a Page in my group?
You can easily edit a page to collaborate on group projects or assignments.
Note: Your instructor may also allow you to edit course pages.
Open Pages

Click the Pages link.
Select Page

Click the name of the page you wish to edit in the all wikis list in side bar.
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Edit Page

CLick Edit this wiki button in sidebar.
Edit Content

Add content to your page using the Content Selector [1]. Edit the content and add links and media
using the Rich Content Editor [2] or switch to the HTML Editor [3].
Save Changes

Click the Save changes button.
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View Changes

View the changes you made to the page.
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How do I delete a Page in my group?
You can delete a Page if you no longer need it or if it is not used as the Front Page for your group.
Open Pages

Click the Pages link.
Select Page

Click the name of the page you wish to edit in the all wikis list in side bar.
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Delete Page

Click the Delete this wiki Button [2] in sidebar. A pop-up window will appear in your browser.
Note: You will be unable to delete a page if it is used as the Front Page for your group.
Confirm Deletion

Click the OK button to confirm you want to delete the page.
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How do I upload a PDF to a Page?
You can upload PDFs to a group Page in Arrivu LMS.
Open Pages

Click the Pages link.
Select Page

Click the title of the page you want to edit.
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Edit Page

CLick Edit this wiki button in sidebar.
Select PDF Location

In the Rich Content Editor, place your cursor where you wish to ins ert the PDF document.
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Open Files

In the Content Selector, click the Files tab.

Open File Up loader

Click Upload a new file.
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Browse for PDF File

Click the Choose File or Browse... button to browse your local desktop computer for your PDF file.
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Select PDF File

Click the document you want to upload [1] and click the Open button [2].
Choose a File Folder

Click the Course Files drop down menu and choose where you would like to store the file.
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Upload File

Click the Upload button to upload your file.

Verify PDF Upload

Look in the Rich Content Editor to be sure that the file was properly inserted where you left your
cursor. If you look closely you will see the file name flash yellow the moment it is inserted in the
page.
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Save Changes

Click the Save changes button.
Download PDF file

Download the PDF file using one of the small icons next to the file name. This icon downloads
the file to your computer.
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How do I link to other Pages?
You can link to other Pages in your group.
Open Pages

Click the Pages link.
Select Page

Click the title of the page you want to edit.
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Edit Page

CLick Edit this wiki button in sidebar.
Select Link Location

In the Rich Content Editor, place your cursor where you wish to ins ert the link.
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Insert Link

In the Content Selector, click the name of the page you want to insert into the Rich Content Editor
[1]. The name of the page will appear in the Rich Content Editor and flash yellow. Then the name
will turn blue, indicating it is a link [2].
Save Changes

Click the Save changes button.
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View Page

View the page.
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How do I embed a video in a Page?
Arrivu LMS lets you embed video content within a Page. Learn more about the accepted media
(audio and video) file types in Arrivu LMS
Open Pages

Click the Pages link.
Select Page

Click the title of the page you want to edit.
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Edit Page

CLick Edit this wiki button in sidebar.
Launch the HTML Editor

Click the HTML Editor link to launch the HTML editor.
Paste the Embed Code

Copy the displayed embed code for the video content and paste it into the HTML editor in Arrivu
LMS.
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Save Changes

Click the Save changes button.
View Video

View the video embedded into your page.
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How do I view the page history in my group?
In your student groups, you can view the page history and see the date, time, and author of any
changes made to the page. Page editors can also restore the page content to a previous version
of the page.
Note: If your instructor allows students to edit course pages, students will be able to view the
page history but will not be able to restore a prior version of the page.
Open Pages

Click the Pages link.
Select Page

Click the title of the page you want to edit.
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Page History Access

Click the Page History link [1] .
View page history

View the page revisions.
View page information

Click the Back to current version button in side bar to view the page information.
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Who are the People in the course?
People shows all the users enrolled in the course.
Find Course

In the Courses & Groups drop-down menu, click the course title.
Open People

Click the People link.
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View People

In People, students can:
1. View all the users participating in the course, including the ones whose course enrollment is
pending.
2. Use the search bar to find a specific person.
3. Use the drop-down menu to filter users by role. The filter will also dis play the number of
users in each type of role [e.g. student, TA].
4. View user groups in the course.
5. View registered services for course users.
View User

When a course is published, users will receive the course invitation. Pending identifies users
who have not yet accepted.
To learn more about a specific user in the course, click the user's name.
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Search Users

To search for a specific user, start to type the user's name in the search field [1]. Possible results
will be listed below [2].
Filter Users by Role

Use the Roles drop-down menu to view the number of users for each role type.
View User Groups

To view User Groups, click the View User Groups button .
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View Groups

View the groups.
View Registered Services

Click the View Registered Services button in the sidebar to view the registered services for each
person in the course. If a person has registered a social media account in Arrivu LMS, you can
see that service listed and communicate with that person through any social media site they have
registered.
View Registered Services

Click the View Registered Services button in the sidebar to view the registered services for each
person in the course. If a person has registered a social media account in Arrivu LMS, you can
see that service listed and communicate with that person through any social media site they have
registered.
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What are Groups?
Groups are like a smaller version of your course and are used as a collaborative tool where you
can work with your classmates on group projects and assignments. You can create your own
groups, and your instructor may create and add you to course groups.
When Should I Use Groups?
As a student, create groups to:
1.
2.

Create study groups
Collaborate on projects and assignments

What Can I Do with Groups?

Within groups, students can:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

View the groups list
View the groups they are enrolled in
Create a student group
Store and share Files
Start a Discussion
Send a message
Create group collaborations
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How do I view Groups?
You can view all the groups available in your course.
Open People

Click the People link.
View Groups

Click the View User Groups button .
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View Course Groups

View the groups available in your course. Each group shows the name of the group and how
many members are part of that group.
View Group Members

To view which students are assigned to the group, click the Members link with count [1]. The
names of the students will appear in an expanded list [2].
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Which Groups am I enrolled in?
You can see the groups you are enrolled in using the Global Navigation Menu. If you do not see
any groups listed, you have not joined a group or been enrolled in a group by your instructor.
View Courses & Groups

Locate Courses & Groups in the Global Navigation Menu.
View Group Enrollment

Hover over Courses & Groups [1] to open a drop-down menu. The groups you are enrolled in will
appear to the right of your course enrollments [2].
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How do I create a Student Group?
As a student, you can create your own Student Groups for study groups, discuss an assignment,
etc. You can be part of more than one student group.
Note: If you cannot see the People tab in your course, or if you cannot see the Add Group button,
your instructor has restricted this feature.
Open People

Click the People link.
Open Groups

Click the View User Groups button.
Add Group

Click the Start a New Group button.
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Choose Group Membership Option

Name the group by typing in the group name field [1].
Determine who can join the group by clicking the Joining drop-down menu [2].
Course Members are Free to Join

If you want anyone in the course to join your group, choose the Course members are free to join
option.
Membership by Invitation Only

If you want to create a group with only specific people in your course, choose the Membership by
invitation only option.
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Invite Users

Invite users to join the group by clicking the checkbox next to each user's name.
Notes about invitations and group membership:
•

•

If you set the group membership option so that anyone can join, but you choose to select only
a few of the students to invite to the group, the remaining students who were not invited can
see the group in the student group list and can join the student group later.
If you set the group membership option as invitation only, students who were not invited will
not be able to see the group in the student group list.
Save Group

Click the Create Group button to create a new group.
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View Group

The new group you created will now appear in your course groups.
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How do I store and share Files within my Group?
Note: All Files added to the Group will be accessible to all group members.
Open Group

Hover over the Courses & Groups link. Click the title of the Group to open it.
Open files

Click the Files link.
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View Files

Once you click the Files navigation link, you will see where all the files are located for the group.
Add Files

Click the Add Files link to upload new files to the group.
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Choose File to Upload

Find the file you want to upload to the group. Click the Open button once to upload the file.
View Group Files

Once you upload the file you selected, it will show up in the Files section of the group navigation.
This way all the group members will be able to access the file.
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How do I edit my Profile?
Profiles allows you to update your name, preferred contact methods, and any personal links for
your account.
If you want to view a video about personal settings, you can watch Settings - Personal Settings
and Profile Picture (Video).
Note: If you do not see the Profiles tab in your user navigation menu, this feature has not been
enabled for your institution. Profiles need to be enabled at the account level before they can be
used at the course level. If you are an instructor, please contact your Arrivu LMS admin to enable
this feature.

When you edit your profile, you can:
1. Edit your profile picture
2. Edit your name and title
3. Edit ways that other users can contact you
4. Edit your bio
5. Edit personal links
Open Profile

Click your user name to open your profile.
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Edit Profile

Click the Edit Profile button.
Edit Profile Picture

To upload a profile picture, click the profile picture icon. Learn more about how to upload a profile
picture.
Note: Profile pictures are a separate permission from profiles. If you do not see a placeholder
picture, your institution has not enabled this feature.
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Edit Name and Title

Type your name in the name field [1]. Type your title in the title field [2].
Edit Bio

Type your biography in the bio field. You can add hobbies and interesting facts about yourself.
Edit Links

To add personal links to your profile, such as personal websites, blogs, or portfolios,
enter the title of the link in the title field [1].
Type the URL in the URL field [2].
Click the X button to delete the link [3].
Click the Add another link button to add another link [4].
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Save Profile

Click the Save Profile button.
View Updated Profile

View the newly created profile.
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How do I add a Profile picture?
If your institution has enabled profile pictures, you can add and change profile pictures in your
account.
Tips for profile pictures:
Please choose an appropriate picture to represent yourself. Your institution has the right to
remove pictures that are not appropriate for a classroom setting.
Images should be square in size to prevent your picture from being re sized or distorted.
Files can be any type (.jpg, .png, .gif) or size as long as you have room in your personal files to
store the file. Arrivu LMS recommends that your profile picture be as small as possible.
Note: These steps only apply to accounts with profile pictures enabled. If you do not see a
placeholder picture, your institution has not enabled this feature.
Open Settings

Click the personal Settings link.
Click Placeholder Profile Picture

On the Personal Settings page, click the placeholder profile picture icon. A dialog box will open.
Note: If you don't see a placeholder profile picture icon, your institution does not allow you to add
or change your profile picture.
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Add Photo in Personal Profile Page

You can also update your photo on your Personal Profile page. Click the placeholder profile
picture icon. A dialog box will open.
Select Profile Picture
There are three ways you can select a profile picture to use throughout Arrivu LMS:
1.
2.
3.

Upload a Picture from your computer
Take a Picture using your computer's camera
Import from an existing Gravatar account

Note: The Take a Picture option is not supported when using Safari or Internet Explorer.
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Upload a Picture

To upload a new Profile picture, click the Upload a Picture tab [1], then click the choose a picture
link [2]. You can also drag a picture from your desktop and drop it into the uploader.
Note: Arrivu LMS will automatically store a copy of the saved profile picture in your personal files.
When a new picture is saved in your profile, the new picture will override the existing picture file in
your personal files.
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Choose a profile picture

Find the image you want to upload on your computer and click the Open button.
Note: Depending on your browser, you may see an Choose button in place of Open.
Crop or Re size Picture

Drag the selection box [1] to crop or resize your picture. Click the Save button [2] to upload your
profile picture.
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Storage Space Exceeded

If you do not have enough storage space in your personal files, you will not be able to upload your
profile picture unless you free up space in your personal files.
You can tell how much space you have remaining by returning to Settings, opening Files, and
checking the Storage Used amount.
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Take a Picture

To take a picture to use as your profile picture, click the Take a Picture tab [1], then click the Take
Picture button [2].
Note: Depending on your browser, you may need to allow Arrivu LMS to access your camera. The
Take a Picture option is not supported when using Safari or Internet Explorer.
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Save Picture

Click the Retry button [1] to take another picture. When you are happy with your picture, click the
Save button [2].
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From Gravatar

If you have a Gravatar account, you can import an existing Gravatar to use as your profile picture.
Click the From Gravatar tab [1] and enter your Gravatar email address in the field provided [2].
Click the Preview button to view your Gravatar. When you are finished, click the Save button [3].
Note: Before adding a photo in your Gravatar account, you will have to rate the photo. Please note
that only G-rated Gravatar photos can be displayed as a Arrivu LMS profile picture.
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View Profile Picture

The Profile picture you selected will show up instead of the placeholder profile picture.
Delete Profile Photo

Click the Files link.
Click the profile pictures folder [1].
Select the file you want to remove [2]. Click the trash icon [3] to remove your profile photo.
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How do I change my User Settings?
Depending on how your Arrivu LMS account was created, you can make changes to your Full
Name, Display Name, and your Time Zone.
Note: If you are not able to edit your user settings, you will have to contact your institution to
change this information.
Open Settings

CLick the settings link in the logout corner.
Edit Settings

Click the Edit Settings button in the side bar.
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Change Settings

Edit your settings:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Full Name is used for grading, SIS imports, and other administrative items.
Display Name is the what other users will see in discussions, announcements, etc. You can
set your own display name if the setting is enabled.
Sortable Name is your last name, first name default and it can be edited. This appears in
sorted lists and admin can search for it.
Language can be set to your native language.
Time Zone can be set to where you are located.
Enabled Theme can be set to the default Arrivu LMS theme or a high contrast theme. High
contrast themes increase the color contrast of text and images on your computer screen to
make them more distinct and easier to identify.
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Note: Your institution may take care of updating or changing your password by using the
password associated with your login credentials for Arrivu LMS. Also, you may not see all these
options available to you.
Update Settings

Click the Update Settings button.
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How do I change the language preference in my user account?
English is Arrivu LMS' language default, but you can choose to view the Arrivu LMS interface in
another language.
Note: Instructors have the option to change the language preference for their courses. If you enroll
in a course where the instructor has made this change (most often for a foreign language
course), the course language will override the language in your user settings.
Open Settings

Click the personal Settings link.
Edit Settings

Click the Edit Settings in the side bar.
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Select Language

Choose your preferred language in the Language drop-down menu.
Update settings

Click the Update Settings button.
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View Preferred Language

View Arrivu LMS in your preferred language.
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How do I set a time zone in my User Settings?
All dates and times throughout your Arrivu LMS courses are displayed according a course's
respective time zone. However, you can set your own time zone for your user account and have
your local time zone display throughout Arrivu LMS. Displaying dates in your local time may help
you stay up to date on assignments and due dates, especially if your course time zone differs
significantly from where you reside.
Note: If you set a time zone in your user settings, you can always view the course time zone by
hovering over any date and time in your course. The text will show both the local time and course
time.
Open Settings

Click the personal Settings link.
Edit Settings

Click the Edit Settings in the side bar.
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Set User Time Zone

In the Time Zone drop-down menu, select a new time zone for your user account.
Click Update settings Button.
View Time Zone

View the time zone for your user account.
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How do I change my login password?
You can change your password in your profile settings. There are no password reset intervals, so
you can change your password as little or as often as you want.
If your institution maintains your login credentials for Arrivu LMS, you'll be notified about how to
change your password.
Note: If you forget your password, you can easily reset it. View How do I reset my password? to
learn how.
Open Settings

Click the settings link in the logout corner.

Click the Change Password checkbox [1] to create a new password.
Here are some good password guidelines:
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1.
2.
3.

Use at least eight characters (the more the better), but most people will find anything more
than about 15 characters difficult to remember.
Use a random mixture of characters, upper and lower case, numbers, punctuation, spaces
and symbols.
Don't use a word found in a dictionary, English or foreign.

Type your old password in the Old Password field [2]. Type your new password in the New
Password field [3]. Type your new password again in the Confirm Password field [4].
Update Settings

Click the Update Settings button to save your changes.
Note: If you forget your password, you can easily reset it.
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How do I add my cell phone number to Arrivu LMS to receive texts?
In this lesson you will learn how to set up text notifications to your cell phone from your Arrivu LMS
account.
Open Settings

Click the personal Settings link.
Add Contact Method

Click the Add Contact Method link in side bar.
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Register Cell Phone

You can add new Email - Address in the text field [1] and click the Register Email button [2].
Register your SMS device:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Type in the 10-digit phone number you want to add in the Cell Number text field.
Select the Carrier drop-down menu to set your carrier.
The SMS email will auto-populate depending on your provider.
Click the Register SMS button.

Confirm SMS Number

You will receive a text message on your cell phone with an activation code. Enter the code into the
text field [1] and click the Confirm button [2]. Click the Re-Send Confirmation link to receive the
confirmation code again [3].
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View Other Contacts

The SMS communication you added will show up under the Ways to Contact sidebar under Other
Contacts [1]. To delete the SMS communication, click the Trash icon [2].
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How do I set my Notification Preferences?
You can set notification preferences to receive updates about your Arrivu LMS courses. These
steps apply for all users.
Note: These settings apply to all of your courses.
Open Personal Settings

In the Logout Corner, click the Settings link.
View Settings

Within your personal settings, you can:
•
Add ways for your fellow classmates to contact you
•
Link to web services
•
View and set notifications preferences
•
View approved integrations
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Add Ways to Contact

Before you can set your Notification Preferences, you will need to set the ways you want to be
notified.
Your account will already display the email associated with your account. However, if you want to
add an additional email address, and If you want to add any other type of contact method such as
Twitter or text messages, click the Add Contact Method .
Edit Contact Methods

Arrivu LMS will ask to verify your additional contact methods. Once they have been verified, a
checkmark will appear next to the method type . You can delete additional contact methods at any
time by clicking the trash icon [1].
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Link to Web Services

The Web Services portion on your settings page is divided into two columns. Services you have
already registered, such as through the Ways to Contact section of your settings, or through
course Collaborations and assignments, appear in the left column under the Registered
Services heading [1].
Other services that are available for registration appear in the right column under the Other
Services heading [2]. Register for any of these other services by clicking one of the [ServiceName]
buttons [3]. Once you have registered for that service properly, the service name will move from
the right column to the left column. Repeat this process to add additional services.
View Notification Preferences

You can view and set notification preferences within your course. In the navigation menu, click the
Notifications link.
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View Notification Preferences

Your notifications preference page will display all of the contact methods you have created across
the top of the page. You will need to specify how you want to be notified for each contact method.
The notifications are divided up into six categories:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Course Activities
Discussions
Communications
Scheduling
Groups
Alerts

View Notification Descriptions

When you hover over the name of the notification, you can view the details of the notification and
adjust your preferences.
Note: Some notifications are for instructors and admin only as noted in the hover descriptions:
Course Activities:
Due Date: Assignment due date change
Grading Policies: Course grading policy change
Course Content: Change to course content including WikiPage, Assignment, and Quiz content
Files: New file added to your course. Arrivu LMS will only notify you of new files in a course once
they have been updated.
Announcement: New announcement in your course
Grading: Includes assignments/submission grade entered/changed, un muted assignment
grade, grade weight changed. Check Include scores when alerting about grade changes
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checkbox if you want to see your grades in your notifications. If you aren't using your institutional
email address, be aware that sensitive information will be sent outside the institution.
Invitation: Includes invitations to web conferences, collaborations, groups, course, peer review
and peer review reminders
All Submissions (Instructor & Admin only): Assignment submission/resubmission
Late Grading (Instructor & Admin only): Late assignment submission
Submission Comment: Assignment submission comment.
Discussions:
Discussion: New discussion topic in your course
Discussion Post: New discussion post in a topic you're subscribed to
Conversations:
Added to Conversation: You are added to a conversation
Conversation Message: New Inbox message
Scheduling:
Student Appointment Signups (Instructor & Admin only): Student appointment signup using
Scheduler
Appointment Signups: New appointment on your calendar
Student Appointment Cancellations: Appointment cancellation
Appointment Availability (Instructor & Admin only): Change to appointment time slots
Calendar: New and changed items on your course calendar
Groups:
Group Membership Updates: Group enrollment, accepted/rejected membership; (Admin only)
pending enrollment activated
Alerts:
Administrative Notifications (Instructor & Admin only): includes course enrollment, report
generated, context export, migration export, new account user, new teacher registration, new
student group
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View Set Notification Preferences

For email white list purposes, notifications will be sent from an email address.
By default, your notifications will be set as follows:
Course Activities
Due Date: Emailed weekly
Grading Policy changes: Emailed weekly
Course Content: Emailed never
Files: Emailed never
Announcements: Emailed right away
Grading notifications: Emailed right away
New Invitations: Emailed right away
All Submissions: Emailed never
Late Grading: Emailed daily
Submission Comments: Emailed daily
Discussions
Discussion: Emailed daily
Discussion Post: Emailed never
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Conversations
Added to Conversation: Emailed right away
Conversation Messages: Emailed right away
Scheduling
Student Appointment Signups: Emailed never
Appointment Signups: Emailed right away
Appointment Cancellations: Emailed right away
Appointment Availability: Emailed right away
Calendar changes: Emailed never
Groups
Membership Update: Emailed daily
Alerts
Administrative Notifications: Emailed daily
View Weekly Notification Time

At the bottom of the page, Arrivu LMS will let you know when you can expect to receive each
notification. The date and time will vary between users.
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Edit Notification Preferences

To change a notification for a contact method, hover over the notification type you want to change.
Select one of four options.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select the Checkmark icon to be notified imm ediately of any change for the activity.
Select the Clock icon to be notified daily of any change for the activity.
Select the Calendar icon to be notified weekly of any change for the activity.
Select the X icon to remove the notification preference so you won't be notified of any change
for the activity.

Note: Each set notification preference will apply to all of your courses. They cannot be set
individually.
View Approved Integrations

When you allow third-party integrations to access your account, the Approved Integrations section
will appear and display the authorized integrations. Each integration will show you the name of
the application, the purpose (if one is noted), the date the application was last used, the date the
application expires, and a link to view further details.
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How do I access my Profile and User Settings?
Arrivu LMS lets you easily control your profile and personal settings.
Navigating to your Profile

Located in the Help Corner, the Settings link can be found in any page inside Arrivu LMS.
Click the Settings link to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

View and edit your personal settings
View or add a profile picture
Access links to your Notifications, Files, and ePortfolios
Edit your profile information
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What are Quizzes?
Quizzes in Arrivu LMS are assignments that can be used to challenge your understanding and
assess comprehension of course material.
When would I use Quizzes?
You can use Quizzes to:
•
•
•
•
•

Test your knowledge of course material
View all available quizzes in your course
Submit quizzes in your course
View quiz questions one at a time or all at once (depending on instructor preference)
Review quiz results
How do I access Quizzes?

Click the Quizzes link.
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What types of Quizzes are in Arrivu LMS?

Arrivu LMS has four different types of quizzes:
•
•
•
•

A graded quiz is the most common quiz and appear in the syllabus and the Gradebook.
A practice quiz is ungraded and can be used as a learning tool to help you see how well you
understand the course material. Practice quizzes do not appear in the syllabus or Gradebook.
A graded survey is a survey that your instructor wants to grade. Graded surveys also appear
in the syllabus and the Gradebook.
An ungraded survey is a survey to collect information only, and you do not receive a grade for
your responses. Ungraded surveys do not appear in the syllabus or Gradebook.
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What do Quiz results look like in Arrivu LMS for students?
Quiz results are easy to read in Arrivu LMS. As a student, you can see different types of quiz
results, depending on your instructor's preference.
Open Quizzes

Click the Quizzes link.
Open Quiz

Click the Quiz name.
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View Quiz Results

The quiz results screen consists of several areas:
1. Attempt History
2. Submission Details
3. Quiz Results
View Attempt History

Attempt History shows your latest quiz attempt, the time it took to take the quiz, and your score.
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Attempt History with Repeated Quiz Attempts

For repeated quiz attempts, the history will display the results of every attempt. Each attempt has a
hyperlink that will display each quiz result, respectively.
View Quiz Results

If your instructor allows, you can view the results of your quiz along with the correct answers. This
view will also show your total score, the time and date it was submitted, and how long it took to
complete the quiz.
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If your instructor allows you to see correct answers, the quiz results will display your answer along
with the correct answer.
A correct answer that you marked will be indicated by a green flag [1]. A wrong answer will be
indicated by a red flag pointing to your answer [2]. The correct answer will be indicated by a gray
flag [3].
View Protected Quiz Results

Some instructors will not allow you to view your quiz results at all. This setting is common for
quizzes that are allowed multiple attempts.
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View Submission Details

Submission Details is another way to view your quiz results. Displayed in the sidebar,
submission details will show the time it took to take the quiz [1], your current score [2], and your
kept score [3], which is the score that Arrivu LMS records in the Gradebook.
Submission Details with Repeated Quiz Attempts

For repeated quiz attempts, the submission details will continue to display the current score [1]
and the kept score [2]. However, in this case, the kept score is assigned by your instructor and
can either be your latest quiz attempt score or the highest quiz score. The kept score is indicated
at the bottom of the submission detail area [3].
View Previous Attempts

You can also view previous attempts through the sidebar submission details. Click the View
Previous Attempts link.
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View Quiz Results for Previous Attempts

Each quiz attempt will be listed in the sidebar with a hyperlink to the quiz results. Click the attempt
you wish to view [1]. The quiz results for that attempt will appear [2]. Keep in mind that the same
settings will apply in the quiz results, meaning that you may only be able to view your responses
or not view quiz results at all.
To return to the quiz, click the Back to Quiz link [3].
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What do one-question-at-a-time quizzes look like in Arrivu LMS?
Your instructor may choose to build quizzes that show one question at a time. This means you will
receive only one quiz question on your screen at a time instead of all questions posted at once.
Next Questions

Each question will appear on the screen by itself. Once you have answered the question, the Next
button will turn blue. Click the Next button to advance through the quiz.
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Previous Questions

If your instructor allows you to return to prior questions, you can click the Previous button to check
your answers or return to questions you left blank.
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Navigate Questions in Sidebar

You can also use the sidebar links for quicker navigation between questions. The question mark
icon shows the questions you still need to answer while the checkmark icon shows you the
questions you have answered. For instance, if you are viewing Question 3 and want to go back to
Question 1, click the Question 1 link.
Lock Questions after Answering

If your instructor does not allow you to go back to questions after you answer them, a pop-up
window will display a warning message when you begin your quiz.
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How do I take a Quiz?
You can easily take a quiz by accessing the Quizzes page.
Open Quizzes

Click the Quizzes link.
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View Quizzes

Here you'll see a list of quizzes for the course. For each of these quizzes you'll see a due date (if
there is one) as well as the point value and some other details about it.
Find the quiz you'd like to take and click the title of the quiz.
Take Quiz

The Quiz details will show you the Due date for the quiz [1], the number of points it is worth [2], the
number of questions in the quiz [3], and the time limit, if any [4].
To begin the quiz, click the Take the Quiz button [5]. This will start the clock to the quiz (if it's timed)
and you will be actively taking the test.
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Note: If your quiz has a time limit, you must complete the entire quiz within that time in one sitting.
If you navigate away from the quiz, the timer will keep running. You will also be kicked out of the
quiz when the time limit has been reached.

View Availability Dates

Sometimes your instructor will post several dates on your quiz. The Due date is the date the quiz
is due, but the quiz will also show you the Available dates, which is the range of time that the quiz
is accessible to you. The Due date may be before or on the last available date.
In the example above, the quiz is available to you starting July 9 and is due by July 15. However, if
you were to miss the due date, you could submit the quiz until July 16 for late credit. After July 16,
the quiz will not be available to you.
Note: If you start the quiz before the due date but do not finish by the due date, Arrivu LMS will
automatically submit the quiz for you on the due date. However, if you start the quiz after the due
date, you must complete the quiz by the Until date.
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View Questions and Time

At any point during the quiz, you can view a summary of your quiz. Questions you've answered will
be faded out and identified by a checkmark icon [1], while unanswered questions will be bolded
and identified by a question mark icon [2]. You'll also see a timer showing you progress on the
test [3].
There are several different question types in Arrivu LMS that your professors may choose to
employ, from True/False to Essay format. Each question will show in the top right corner the point
value of the question. Each question will be divided from others by a box surrounding the question
and answers.

Complete the quiz per your instructor's instructions. Quizzes will either have all the questions on
one page, or each question will be shown one at a time.
You can flag the questions you want to go back to by clicking the flag by the question [1]. The flag
will change color to yellow to remind you to finish the question.
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Quiz Logout Warning

If at any time you get logged out of Arrivu LMS while taking a quiz, you will see a warning pop-up
banner. Click the ok button to log back into Arrivu LMS and resume your quiz.
Viewing Quiz Results

If your instructor allows you to see correct answers, the quiz results will display your answer along
with the correct answer after submitted quiz.
A correct answer that you marked will be indicated by a green flag [1]. A wrong answer will be
indicated by a red flag pointing to your answer [2]. The correct answer will be indicated by a gray
flag [3].
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What type of questions are on a Quiz?
Instructors can choose from a variety of question types to add to a quiz.
Multiple choice Question

To answer a multiple choice question, click the radio button next to the answer.
True or False

To answer a true/false question, click the radio button next to the answer.
Fill-in-the-Blank Question

To answer a fill-in-the-blank question, click the text box and type your answer.
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Fill-in-Multiple-Blanks Question

To answer a fill-in-multiple-blanks question, click the first text box [1] and type your first answer.
Click the second text box [2] and type your second answer. Continue this process until you have
answered the question.
Multiple Answers Question

To answer a multiple answer question, click the check boxes [1] next to all the applicable
answers [2].
Multiple Dropdowns Question

To answer a multiple drop-down question, click the the drop-down menu [1] and select your
answer. Continue until you have answered all parts of the question.
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Matching Question

To answer a matching question, click the drop-down menu [1] and select your answer [2].
Continue until you have matched all the options.
Numerical Answer Question

To answer a numerical question, click the text box and type your answer.
Essay Question

To answer an essay question, click the text box [1] and type your content. Content can be
formatted through the Rich Content Editor [2].
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Note: Essay questions have a 16,384 character limit.
File Upload Question

To answer a file upload question, click the Choose a File box. Arrivu LMS will open a file dialog box
where you can locate the file on your computer. Select the file and it will be uploaded as your
answer.
Confirm file uploading

Arrivu LMS will confirm that your file has been uploaded [1]. You can also remove your file by
clicking the remove icon [2] and submit a new file.
Formula Question

To answer a formula question, click the text box and type your answer.
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How do I save my Quiz?
Quizzes are automatically saved as you are taking them.
Open quizzes

Click the Quizzes link.
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Locate Quiz

Find the quiz that you want to take. Click the quiz title.
View Quiz Questions

Quizzes are automatically saved as you are working on them. There will be a timestamps that
says Quiz saved at [time].
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How do I submit a Quiz?
Learn how to submit a quiz in arrivu LMS.
Open quizzes

Click the Quizzes link.
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View Quizzes

Here you'll see a list of quizzes for the course. For each of these quizzes you'll see a due date (if
there is one) as well as the point value and some other details about it.
Find the quiz you'd like to take and click the title of the quiz.
Take Quiz

Click the Take the Quiz button to open and take the quiz.
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Submit the Quiz

Answer the questions. Click the Submit Quiz button to submit the quiz.
Viewing Quiz Results

Some quizzes will allow you to view the correct answers after you have submitted a quiz. Others
are not visible to students. The instructor makes the decision whether students are allowed to
view quiz results.
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View Submission Details

View the details of your submitted quiz.
Note: If there are essay questions, they will not be graded until the instructor manually grades
them.
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How do I know if I can retake a Quiz?
Some instructors will allow you to retake a quiz. The quiz will show you if you are allowed more
attempts.
View Quizzes

Click the Quizzes link.
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Locate Quiz

Click the quiz title to open the quiz you want to retake.
Retake quiz

If you can retake the quiz, you will see Take the Quiz Again button. Click the button to retake the
quiz.
Contact your instructor if you have problems accessing the quiz.
Note: You can see past attempts in your quiz results.
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Can the Instructor give me extra time or extra Quiz attempts?
Check with your instructor to ask if he or she will give you extra time or extra attempts.
View Quizzes

Click the Quizzes link.
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Check Quiz

Check the quiz by clicking the quiz link to see if you can attem pt it again or if you have extra time.
View Extra Attempts

If you have an extra attempt, you will see Take the Quiz Again button. If not, contact your instructor
to ask if he or she will give you extra time or extra attempts.
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How do I submit a Survey?
Learn how to submit a survey in Arrivu LMS.
Open Quizzes

Click the Quizzes link.
Open Survey

Click the Survey title to open the Survey.
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Take the Survey

Click the Take the Survey button.
Complete Survey

Answer the questions available.
Submit Survey

Click Submit Quiz button.
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View submission details

View the submission details in right side.
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How to Invite your friends to the course
You can invite your friends to the course.
After accepting your invitation, you can get the reward amount set by instructor.
Note: Your instructor must add a reward before invite a friends to course.
Open Refer a friend (Referrer)

Click Refer a friend link in course navigation.
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Invite friends (Referrer)

To invite your friends you can view the Reward name [1]
Give E-mail address in the invite by e-mail [2] field.
You can invite friends via social medias [3].
Click send invites [4] button.
You can edit the Email subject and message fields.
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View My references (Referrer)

Click My References Tab [1] in refer a friend link to view your references.
you can view the status [2] of your invitation.
Check mail (Referree)

User can check mail to see their reward.
Click the link (Click here to get your reward) [1] to get your reward.
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Register details (Referree)

Give your name [1] and phone number [2] and click Register [3] button .
View Reward (Referree)

View your reward code.
Check references (Referrer)

check the Referrers reference in refer a friend link after Referee registration, status changed in to
registered [1].
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Login using account (Referree)

Enter your domain name to login to the system.
Click google [1] to login using your account.
Open Account (Referree)

Give your Email id and password . click sign in [2] button to open your account
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View Account (Referree)

View your account. Now you are logged in to the system.
Open Class library (Referree)

Click configure communication preferences [1] to set your communication preferences.
Click course library [2] link to enroll a course.
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View course library (Referree)

Click the course to enroll.
Take course (Referree)

Click Take This Course [1] button
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Enroll course (Referree)

Click Enroll in course [1] button.
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Make payment (Referree)

Choose your payment options [1] . click pay now [2] button.
View Enrollment (Referree)

View your enrollment in course.
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Check mail after enrollment (Referree)

Check your mail for course enrollment.
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